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S U M M A R Y

The Eighth Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) assesses the scientific and technical progress made within the
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program (NFWMP) during the
period June 1986 to May 1987.

The Committee notes that the general concept of a multibarrier
system involving geologic media and engineered systems is based on
known technologies and current scientific knowledge, and has gained
strong international scientific and engineering support as currently
the most feasible and practical. TAC continues to endorse the full
investigation of the concept of nuclear waste disposal deep in
plutonic formations, such as those in the Canadian Shield. We also
support continued assembly of scientific data on other geologic
alternatives to igneous rock.

The Canadian research program, based on both laboratory and
extensive geoscientific field investigations, is designed to provide
the scientific and engineering basis from which can be made an
assessment of the ultimate safety of the concept. The program results
are to be presented through a Concept Assessment Document (CAD), a
compilation of reports and data; and the process for evaluation of CAD
will clearly ensure that all parties including regulatory bodies,
government departments, the scientific community, the general public,
interested groups, etc., have the opportunity to provide views on the
results of this complex undertaking of research on nucissr fusi waste
disposal.

Assessment of the disposal concept requires the development and
application of radiological and risk criteria, an area in which TAC
considers the program to have been adopting a credible and acceptable
approach. The examination of the complex multibarrier system utilizes
system variability analysis. TAC considers this a sound and justifi-
able approach to environmental and safety assessment provided the
conceptualization of the system, including all its component parts and
parameter distributions, ha=* validity. It is emphasized that software
quality assurance and sensitivity analysis must continue to be applied
to ensure the reliability of computer codes and models.

Significant progress continues to be made within the geoscience
program including extensive hydrogeological work, and the development
of methods for site characterization and evaluation. TAC deems the
research done on fracture analysis and the geomechanical investiga-
tions to be of very high quality, well planned and executed. A
document which summarizes the combined research plan for geology,
geophysics and hydrogeology is needed for overall assessment of the
Flow System Study. Most of the geoscience effort is appropriately
centred around the Underground Research Laboratory (URL), a facility
of great importance and value in the program and which is an essential
element in building a realistic data base for the development and
validation of the geosphere model. The study of natural analogs,
including field work on uranium ore deposits, is deemed important,
although careful and critical interpretation of the data is necessary.



The work on recycle waste immobilization, including pilot plant-
size process technology, has been of high scientific quality, and has
concentrated on suitable products and evaluation conditions. Since it
is essentially complete, emphasis correctly remains on used fuel
characterization and immobilization, where good progress continues to
be made. TAC considers that the extensive investigations on container
design have shown the feasibility of fabrication, closure and
inspection. TAC also supports strongly the continuing corrosion
research on copper and on titanium alloys since additional data are
needed under possible vault conditions. This information is necessary
before the container failure model under development can be applied
with confidence. The comprehensive buffer development program is
addressing relevant areas of concern, but it is still necessary to
validate models predicting backfill behaviour under a range of
possible vault conditions. TAC agrees with the continuing research
program on potential candidate grout materials, and on the related
activities on shaft and borehole sealing.

The conceptual engineering design of a disposal centre has been
based on careful specifications for full-scale vault construction and
operation, and utilization of current technology. TAC agrees with its
feasibility under those constraints and with the claim for reliable
construction and operation.

On an overall program basis, TAC commends the significant
achievements in the range and quantity of publication in the refereed
scientific literature, and pays tribute to the policy of full freedom
ot information which is a prominent aspect of the Lulal pi.uyi.aiYt.
However, TAC considers that the concept approvals process should
proceed with some despatch, and that preparation of CAD documentation
proceed apace. The organization and management of the program as it
now exists, and the current funding status and outlook both provide
reasonable assurance for the meeting of research objectives, the
maintaining of adequate levels of scientific personnel, and the
completion of the program in a reasonable time-period.

The current Canadian-US agreement in support of the URL extension
and related geoscientific activities is, in TAC's view, quite advan-
tageous to the Canadian program. Further advantages arise from other
international activities, and we also judge that the Canadian
contributions to the international knowledge base in the field of
radioactive waste management are significant and well recognized.

TAC repeats its contentions that there should be free and easy
public access to full information on research plans and activities,
and that an adequate level of information is being provided on the
status of Research Areas and the progress of work being carried out.
With the imminence of Concept Assessment and public hearings, there
could well be more and direct participation by learned societies,
scientific and professional associations, general interest groups and
various elements from the university and college communities in
independent evaluation of program progress and issues involved.
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1. GENERAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

1.1 PROGRAM CONCEPT AND DEVELOPMENT

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program (NFWMP) comprises

the research and development required to establish appropriate

technologies for the safe permanent disposal of Canada's nuclear fuel

wastes. It was formally initiated in June 1978 by a Canada-Ontario

Agreement and has the overall objective of ensuring that there will be

no significant adverse effect, at any time, on man or the environment

arising from nuclear fuel waste. The program includes continuing

research and development of technologies for interim storage and

transportation (the responsibility of Ontario Hydro), and a generic

research program on the concept of immobilization and subsequent deep

disposal of nuclear fuel waste in stable crystalline rock within the

Canadian Shield (the responsibility of Atomic Energy of Canada

Limited). The term "fuel waste" covers both used fuel (synonymous

with spent or irradiated fuel) from CANDU* reactors and the

radioactive wastes that would result from reprocessing or recycling of

the fuel if that is eventually carried out.

The concept of effective and permanent isolation in a vault

constructed deep in a stable geologic formation, although outlined in

our previous reports (e.g. TAC, 1981, TAC, 1986), is briefly

summarized here as essential background for this report.

A deep underground vault provides a natural barrier in the form of the

large geologic mass between the emplaced waste and the biosphere. The

principal long-term concern is the potential for any natural

groundwater to become contaminated with radioactive nuclides

(radionuclides) from the waste and eventually to enter the biosphere.

The vault and its surrounding geologic medium must, as a consequence,

retain a high degree of integrity through resistance to the effects of

potential natural surface phenomena (such as erosion, meteorite

impacts, glacial activity, etc.) as well as of tectonic and seismic

activity. The geologic mass properties must also provide adequate

stability against any mechanical, thermal and radiation stresses

resulting from the construction and use of the vault. Consideration

also must be given to minimizing the risk of future disruption by

unpredictable natural events or man-made intrusions.

*CANada Deuterium Uranium



The natural barriers provided by geologic disposal thus include rock

with low permeability and low groundwater flow rates, long transport

times for groundwater to reach the surface, retardation of migrating

nuclides in rock pores and fractures, sorption of nuclides in

overlying strata, and further dispersion and retention in the lakes,

rivers and biomass of the biosphere.

Engineered barriers provide further protection and include (1) a

wasteform of high stability, (2) encapsulation or containment in

material of high corrosion resistance and durability, and (3) the

further addition of buffer material with low permeability and high

sorption capacity surrounding the waste and possibly for the filling

of vaults, tunnels and shafts.

This general concept of a multibarrier system involving geologic media

and engineered systems is based on known technologies and current

scientific knowledge. It holds strong international scientific and

engineering support as currently the most feasible and practical. This

support is evidenced, in part, by the existence of major national

programs in Sweden, Switzerland, the USA, and other joint inter-

national research efforts and studies devoted to the same concept. The

application of this concept to the Canadian program has been centred

on investigations in igneous rock formations, (granite, gabbro, etc.),

known as plutons, which have wide occurrence in the highly stable

Canadian Shield. Within that broad limitation, the Canadian research

and development program remains generic, rather than site-specific.

Alternative host media such as salt beds, clays or shales continue to

be examined in a very limited fashion.

A brief, informative Guide to the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste

Management Program (Rosinger et al.r 1983) describes the adminis-

trative structure, the main research and development components, the

participating organizations, areas of international cooperation, and

aspects of external review. Other regular reports describing research

progress have been issued (e.g. Lisle and Wright, 1986).

As the program developed, its first stage (that of concept assessment)

evolved into a 10-year research and development program of a generic

nature. In the period 1981-1990 it is expected that the program will

provide the scientific and technical data necessary for an assessment

of the concept of deep crystalline rock disposal in terms of achieving

the stated objective of safety and permanence. This objective

requires a judgment to be made on the behavior of the multibarrier

system over a long time-span. Since such a system is complex with



very many parameters, a probabilistic approach based on system

variability analysis has been adopted. It is implemented through the

use of a computer simulation program SYVAC (SYstem Variability

Analysis Code) which operates on distributions of values of all

parameters included in the descriptive models of the system or parts

of the system. This operation produces a large number of scenarios

each describing the anticipated impacts on the environment and gives a

measure of human health impact. These calculated consequences,

together with their distribution, can serve as a basis for the

judgment of safety.

Responsibility has not yet been assigned for the succeeding stages or

phases, that of site selection (if the concept is deemed acceptable),

and that of construction and operation of a demonstration vault,

including both its period of active use and its status after final

closure.

The main underlying assumptions and the major decisions or development

steps in the program have been selected and listed, with references,

in a previous report by this Committee (TAC, 1985). Since they add

both delineation and constraint to tne research program, it is crucial

that these assumptions or major decisions be kept visible and

regularly evaluated. Many of these are addressed in later sections of

this report as program status is reviewed.

1.2 CONCEPT EVALUATION

Concept Assessment, as the first stage in the program, involves

generic research on geological disposal being conducted by AECL, OH

and other parties, that will provide the evidence upon which the

acceptability of the concept will be evaluated. A Canada-Ontario

Statement in 1981 defined the process for that evaluation with the

Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) designated as the lead agency for

the regulatory and environmental review of the disposal concept. The

focus of this review will be a set of documents for Concept Assessment

be submitted by AECL. This documentation is going through stages of

revision based not only on new scientific data and research results

but also on public comment and review. The final Concept Assessment

Document (CAD) by AECL will serve as the formal submission for review.

The documentation requirements for Concept Assessment must meet the

requirements set out in AECB's Regulatory Policy Statement, R-71

(AECB, 1985a).



The Concept Assessment Document is currently scheduled to be completed

by AECL in 1990. Upon completion, the CAD will be submitted for

regulatory and environmental review to the Interagency Review

Committee (IRC) composed of AECB, the Ontario Ministry of Environment

and Environment Canada. Further details of the ensuing review process

which ensures extensive scientific review, wide public examination and

a public hearing, have been given in our last report (TAC, 1986).

Under the terms of the 1981 Canada-Ontario Statement, the AECB's judg-

ment on the licensability of the disposal technology will be issued to

the public. It will then be the responsibility of the Federal and

Ontario Governments to make a decision on the acceptability, con-

ditional acceptability or non-acceptability of the concept presented

in CAD. The review process is designed to ensure that all parties,

including regulatory bodies, government departments, the scientific

community, the general public, and interested groups, have the

opportunity to provide views on and responses to the results of the

very complex undertaking of the research on nuclear fuel waste

disposal. At the dame time, the final decision on its acceptability

rests properly with the governments as having overall responsibility.

Actual site selection for a waste disposal facility (the second stage)

will commence only after the concept has been accepted. Should the

concept be conditionally accepted, further research work by AECL will

be required. In the case of non-acceptability, alternative proposals

must be considered by the Governments of Canada and Ontario.

The Regulatory Policy Statement, R-71 (AECB, 1985a) includes compre-

hensive background information, clear definitions and descriptions of

the disposal concept, the nature of Concept Assessment, and regulatory

roles and responsibilities. The regulatory requirements differentiate

between requirements applying to the disposal concept of deep

geological disposal, and those which apply to the assessment and its

documentation. The requirements applying to the concept include a

radiological criterion for post-closure performance of a waste vault

stated in terms of the most likely doses being a small fraction of

natural background radiation, but there is a notation that specific

criteria are under development. These have been recently issued as a

Regulatory Policy Statement, R-104, (AECB, 1987a). AECB has also

issued a Regulatory Guide, R-72, (AECB, 1987b) which describes the

characteristics, in the form of geological criteria, of a geologically

acceptable site for underground disposal of high-level radioactive

waste. This provides direct guidance, at the generic research level,



for ensuring that all essential geological characteristics are

determined and evaluated. In this regard it also indirectly provides

useful criteria for Concept Assessment. All general geological

characteristics referred to in R-72 are under study in the Canadian

program•

1.3 TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to AECL on the Nuclear Fuel

Waste Management Program was established in mid-1979 following

recommendations in earlier government reports and suggestions from

parts of the scientific community. Its membership was selected

entirely from a list of nominees submitted by major scientific and

engineering societies in Canada. The past and current membership of

TAC, along with the names of the nominating societies involved, are

given in Appendix I. The Terms of Reference for the Committee, on

which the societies also had been consulted, have been presented in

the first two annual reports of this Committee which are available on

request. The Terms of Reference are reviewed by AECL and the nominat-

ing societies every three years. To date, no changes to the original

terms have been suggested. In summary, the purpose of the Technical

Advisory Committee is to act as an independent review committee

advising AECL on the extent and quality of the Nuclear Fuel Waste

Management Program. The responsibilities of the Committee, therefore,

are to review the contents of proposed research projects, to suggest

alternatives and additions as deemed appropriate, to review the

scientific methods used, to assure that the best available technology

is being applied to the program, to review program results and assure

that conclusions drawn are valid within the limits that are claimed,

and to recommend any specific areas of work for which research should

be undertaken, either by existing staff or through research contracts.

The Technical Advisory Committee, with a current membership of

thirteen, meets regularly as a full committee and also utilizes a

sub-committee structure correlated with major elements of the research

program. The four sub-committees (Geosciences, Engineered Barriers,

Biosciences and Systems Analysis) have some overlap of membership to

maintain continuity and invoke expertise in required aspects of the

program. Two additional nominations, one from the Canadian Geoscience

Council and one from the Biological Council of Canada, have been

sought in order to add specific areas of expertise to the Committee.

TAC also employs a full-time Science Secretary and, on a limited-term

basis, a computer programmer.



TAC reports to the AECL Program Director through its minutes, reports,

and specific recommendations, and through its annual report which is a

public document. This present document, the Eighth Annual Report,

TAC-8, continues the reporting on the review process which is based on

peer judgment and carried out with autonomy. The latter is not only

assured by the form of appointment to TAC of persons nominated by

professional and scientific societies, but also by the requirement of

reporting in the public domain and by the provision to TAC of full and

free access to all aspects of the research program. The Committee is

also provided with resources that allow it to obtain additional

specialist advice as it deems fit.

The Seventh Annual TAC report,TAC-7, (TAC, 1986) was submitted in July

1986 based on the Committee's review of the progress in the program to

approximately June 1986. A brief executive summary of TAC-7 is given

in Appendix II. As with previous TAC reports, TAC-7 appears in both

official languages and has been widely distributed to investigators in

the program, to the scientific community, to government departments

and to the public. It also gives further details on our annual effort

to communicate our views on the Canadian program.

Members of TAC continue to seek opportunities to discuss the program

with the councils or other forums in scientific and professional

societies, and also continue to be available for interviews or

presentations on TAC's role in assessment of the program. A brief

list of printed references to TAC-7, and of presentations or reports

by TAC members is given in Appendix III. With such a research program

as that on nuclear waste, there are major social, environmental and

political aspects, as well as the direct scientific and technical

elements. The members of TAC continue to feel a responsibility to

provide evaluation of the NFWMP to the scientific and technical

community in Canada as well as to those participating in the program

and to those accountable for it at the political level. We also

continue to be most willing to provide interpretation and evaluation

as broadly as possible to the general public. The measures described

above indicate our efforts in these regards.

The review activities of TAC continue to centre on a scientific

evaluation of methods, technology and results achieved within the

program both as related to objectives, and with regard to such limit-

ing problems as time, manpower and resources. Efforts to determine

missing or neglected areas of research, and to suggest potsntial

sources of expertise or special facilities that might become involved

in the program are part of the evaluation mode. The review procedures



remain in the tradition of peer review and include a critical examina-

tion of information directly available from a large number of research

projects within the program. Such information comes through meetings

and discussions, through laboratory and field visits, and through

published documents. The last includes scientific papers presented

at national and international conferences, publications in scientific

periodicals and conference proceedings, quarterly progress reports on

the program, a Technical Record (TR) series, and other AECL publica-

tions. Of special importance for program review has been the Program

Documents, a series of reports (issued either as TR's or as AECL

reports) which present detailed research plans for specified portions

of the total program. Related work in other jurisdictions and

countries is monitored as part of the necessary context for

evaluation. Details of these review activities of TAC have also been

given in previous reports (TAC, 1985> TAC, 1986). Appendix IV lists

the various information meetings, workshops, etc. held within the

program over the past year, and national and international conferences

or symposia which had relevance to the Canadian program and at which

TAC was represented.

Through the various meetings listed, direct, informal communication

between members of TAC and program research personnel continues to be

frequent and valuable, facilitating the exchange of information,

suggestions and advice, and assisting in our endeavours to fulfill our

advisory role. If occasion requires, a formal technical communication

is addressed to the Director of the program. The matters thus

involved are also dealt with through our annual reports.

This annual report, TAC-8, aims to be self-contained and of general

interest, as well as being the medium for transmitting advice to AECL

with respect to the current status and recent research results of the

NFWM program. The next section presents our analysis and evaluation

of program performance in the past year, beginning with the overall

systems approach to assessment of the concept, then reviewing environ-

mental research, the geoscience program, and finally, immobilization

technology. In Section 3 we consider some of the general issues with

which we are concerned, and present observations on international

research activities in the nuclear waste management field. Section 4

contains a compilation of our recommendations and conclusions selected

from the preceding sections.



2. PROGRAM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS

2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

2.1.1 Introduct ion

The objective of the environmental and safety assessment is "to

estimate the effects of storage, transportation, immobilization and

disposal of nuclear fuel waste on man and the environment" (Rosinger

and Dixon, 1982). The activities of this portion of the program

involve interpreting and synthesizing the research work done in other

parts of the program into a coherent body and in a form suitable for

external review and ultimately for formal Concept Assessment. As

noted above, the primary basis for the assessment is to be the Concept

Assessment Documents (CAD) which are planned as a set of reports

describing the disposal concept, the ways and means by which a

disposal site would be selected and a vault built, and provides the

evidence that emplaced wastes would pose no harm to man and his

environment.

As noted briefly in Section 1.2 above, the current approach is to

weigh such evidence using a probabilistic approach (system variability

analysis) and to present it in forms that aim to meet the regulatory

requirements now established by AECB. The judgment on ultimate

environmental and human impact through radiological effects requires

establishing radiological and risk criteria. Hence we include

immediately below (Section 2.1.2) a brief statement on these criteria.

Section 2.1.3 then notes briefly the documentary aspects for

environmental and safety assessment, while Section 2.1.4 details the

methodology and progress in its development with our assessment of

that work.

2.1.2 Radiological and Risk Criteria

"The overall objective of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management

Program is to ensure that there will be no significant adverse effects

on man or the environment from nuclear fuel waste at any time."

(Rosinger and Dixon, 1982). The general criteria against which this

objective is to be measured are set out in AECB's Regulatory Policy

Statement, R-71 (AECB, 2985a;. Radiological and risk criteria are

given in a further AECB Regulatory Policy Statement, R-104 (AECB,

1987a). Related geological criteria for geological disposal are

available as a Regulatory Guide (AECB, 1987b), as is a proposed policy

statement on establishing a level of radiological risk deemed



insignificant (AECB, 1985b). In our last report (TAC, 1986), we noted

that the Canadian NFWMP had been adopting a credible and acceptable

approach to this area of radiological criteria. The general status on

the development of risk criteria remains essentially the same as a

year ago. As we noted then (TAC, 1986), AECB has had direct

involvement, through its pre-regulatory consultative documents and its

regulatory statements, in the continuing discussion on the criterion

that should be used as a reference limit for future human exposure.

Also there are international studies in progress. The concept of

risk, computed as the product of the probability of a given dose and

effect of the dose, as a basis for a suitable criterion has gained

increasing acceptance. TAC repeats its view (TAC, 1986) that AECL has

done an excellent job of keeping abreast of the possibilities and

anticipating developments in the area of a risk criterion. Our

further views on risk criteria, including the reasonableness of the

10,000-year limit for computing consequences into the future, are also

unchanged from our previous report which can be consulted for details

(TAC, 1986).

2.1.3 Environmental and Safety Assessment Documents

It has been the policy from the beginning of the NFWMP that the

process of Concept Assessment and its review would be an iterative

one. Critical review and comments from peer review groups, regulatory

bodies and interested parties, were invited on the general approach of

assessing the concept as given in the first Interim Concept Assessment

Document (ICAD1) entitled "Environmental and Safety Assessment Studies

for Nuclear Fuel Waste Management" (Lyon et al., 1981; Johansen et

al., 1981; Wuschke et al., 1981).

Based on the responses received and the updated information from

continuing research, the second Interim Concept Assessment Document

(ICAD2) was issued in October, 1985 in four volumes. The first

volume, (Wuschke et al., 1984) provided an overall summary; the second

volume, (Gillespie et al., 1984) gave general background information

about the disposal concept; and the third volume, (Johansen et al.,

1985) dealt with the pre-closure period, addressing health, safety and

environmental concerns during the construction and operational stages

of the disposal vault up to the time when the vault has been back-

filled and sealed, the surface facilities decommissioned and the final

land reclamation completed. The fourth volume, (Wuschke et al., 1985)

described the post-closure phase considering the potential long-term

effects of the sealed vault and its contents on man and the environ-

ment. The methods used for the assessment studies of the two phases
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(pre-closure and post-closure) are quite different, and are discussed

below in Section 2.1.4.

The Concept Assessment Document (CAD) will be the next and final stage

in the Concept Assessment process. The format of CAD has been

established to meet the requirements for documentation as set out in

AECB R-71 (AECB, 1985a). It is now planned to consist of a package of

nine documents with the following tentative titles:

(a) The Concept for the Disposal of Nuclear Fuel Waste in Canada — a

summary volume describing the disposal concept.

(b) Site Screening and Site Evaluation Methodology — presents the

procedures by which candidate sites can be identified and

studied.

(c) Conceptual Design of a Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal Centre.

(d) Disposal Engineering Technology — emphasizes the engineering

aspects of disposal.

(e) Pre-Closure Environmental and Safety Assessment.

(f) Post-Closure Probabilistic Assessment — describes the system

variability approach, the computer code to implement it, and the

results produced by it.

(g) The Vault Submodel )

(h) The Geosphere Submodel ) Bridging Reports

(i) The Biosphere Submodel )

Augmenting these principal reports of CAD will be a large collection

of supporting documents, a more detailed listing of which was given

previously (TAC, 1986). TAC also reconfirms its opinion of a year

ago, based on the tentative table of contents, that "The proposed

Concept Assessment documentation seems comprehensive and in TAC's

preliminary judgment encompasses thoroughly the regulatory require-

ments, the scientific-engineering background reguired for thorough,

independent evaluation of the concept, and a sound basis for transi-

tion to the next phases of site selection and site evaluation."

(TAC,1986).

2.1.4 Assessment Methodologies

2.1.4.1 Pre-Closure Assessment

In the pre-closure phase, analyses of potential physical and socio-

economic impacts of construction, health and occupational risks

associated with transportation, immobilization and disposal operations

are based on generally practised techniques. Ontario Hydro has had
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substantial experience in conducting these types of assessment in

connection with the siting of power generating stations, and has

responsibility for this phase of the program.

The ICAD-2 volume on pre-closure assessment was based on a set of

documents prepared by Ontario Hydro. Our evaluation of this volume

was forwarded as a technical communication to the Program Director

earlier this year, and addressed only the more technical aspects (not

the socio-economic analyses and impacts). Our general recommenda-

tions, designed to assist in the preparation of the comparable

material for CAD, can be summarized as specifing:

(1) the need for greater clarity and completeness in stating assump-

tions or rationale in adopting various figures for calculations;

(2) the need to ensure consistent usage of parameter values and

units;

(3) the inclusion of analyses on radiological consequences in an

occupational setting under accident or abnormal conditions;

(4) the provision of more complete analyses of various alternative

transportation modes, including the element of security, and the

continuation of work and studies on the whole transportation

issue.

2.1.4.2 Post-Closure Assessment—System Variability Analysis

Because of the importance of this methodology, we repeat much of our

description of it from last year's report (TAC, 1986). There are two

unique characteristics associated with the permanent disposal of

nuclear waste: (a) no precedents exist for such an endeavour and

(b) the very long time-span over which the multibarrier system must

remain effective. To deal with the inherent uncertainties involved in

predicting possible future outcomes under this latter condition and

reflecting the system complexity, a form of system variability

analysis has been adopted. In this approach, uncertainties in the

data gathered through research and the variation of conditions through

space and time are taken into account by assigning a distribution of

values to parameters used in modelling or describing the system. The

range of distribution is a measure of two entities: (1) our current

state of knowledge about a particular parameter based on field and

laboratory research, and (2) the inherent degree of variability of a

particular parameter. By repeatedly sampling from these distributions

of parameter values and subsequently performing simulation studies

using these data, a prediction is made of the range of possible

effects and their corresponding frequency of occurrence. Overall, TAC
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re-affirms its previous judgment that the concept of system

variability analysis is a sound and justifiable approach to

environmental and safety assessment provided the conceptualization of

the system including all its component parts and parameter distribu-

tions has validity.

This method is applied through a computer program, SYVAC (Wuschke et

al., 1981). The original version, SYVAC1, was used in the preparation

of ICAD1, and a modified version, SYVAC2, was used for ICAD2. Further

developments are being incorporated into SYVAC3 which will be used for

CAD. In each of these stages of development, system simulations are

performed by linking a set of three submodels representing the three

major constituents of the disposal system: the vault, the geosphere

and the biosphere. Significant processes and conditions within each

are characterized by sets of equations. These are, in effect,

mathematical expressions of our knowledge about the disposal system

and the phenomena that influence it.

Initial data input to the vault submodel consists of the inventory of

radionuclides placed in the vault. The output terms (i.e. integrated

flux of radionuclides) from the vault serve as the input terms for the

geosphere model. In the third and last model, the biosphere, the

analysis involves the estimation of radionuclide movement leaving the

geosphere and travelling through shallow groundwater, surface water,

soil, plants, animals and finally to man.

SYVAC thus treats the three submodels sequentially and produces for a

particular scenario (i.e. the situation defined by one particular set

of values derived from the random selection of one value from each

probability distribution for each parameter), an estimate of the

maximum dose to an individual in the most exposed group within a given

time after disposal. The maximum dose is termed the "consequence" for

that scenario. Estimates of maximum dose from a large number (about

one thousand) of such randomly constructed scenarios are plotted to

show the frequency of occurrence of any particular consequence. A

risk value is then derived from the sum of products of these maximum

dose figures and their frequency of occurrence.

TAC found (TAC, 1986) that the assessment presented in ICAD2 and based

on SYVAC2 is fairly comprehensive in both scope and detail of studies,

and that the methodology is clearly set out and adequately justified.

However, we emphasized the need in such an assessment for ensuring the

validity of the complex and lengthy computer code. This major

question of quality assurance is discussed in Section 2.1.4.4 below.
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For the consequences or radiological effects that are the output from

a post-closure safety assessment, recent developments, as we have

noted in Section 2.1.2 above, point to t>he adoption cf radiological

criteria in terms of risk. TAC therefore reiterates its view (TAC,

1986) that risk is a concept still lacking widely accepted precise

definition, and hence presentation and discussion of risk criteria can

pose difficulties. Nonetheless, TAC repeats its recommendation that

efforts continue to be made to provide a clear and easily-

understandable exposition of this very important subject.

2.1.4.3 Post-Closure Assessment—Sensitivity Analysis

TAC has always regarded some form of sensitivity analysis as a

necessary part of the total safety assessment process. By identifying

those parameters which have the greatest impact on the results of

SVVAC simulations, research priorities can be identified more easily

and resources deployed more efficiently. Sensitivity analysis,

appropriately applied, would also be most valuable in guiding model

development and improvement.

TAC noted in TAC-6 (TAC, 1985) that a computer code ANSENS (ANalysis

SENSitivity) had been developed and was being uoed to carry out

sensitivity analysis of the SYVAC code. We encouraged the plans to

examine SYVAC2 (and eventually SYVAC3) with this type of analysis and

anticipated technical reports to be issued on the results.

A Technical Record entitled "ANSENS USER'S MANUAL" (Freeh and Andres,

1987) was recently published which describes the ANSENS system and its

two major constituents. The methodology is clearly described and

easily understood. Although some examples of its applications appear

in the TR, no results from actual application to SYVAC outputs are

given. We are not aware of any other documentation which presents

such results or of any critical discussion based on actual application

to SYVAC outputs. It is, therefore, difficult to judge the effective-

ness of this methodology.

We are pleased to note, however, that there seems to be a determined

effort to carry out sensitivity analysis including the use of

alternative methods. A general plan has been established in which

each of the submodel working groups (vault, geosphere, biosphere) is

responsible for carrying out analyses on their submodels. These

results will then be used by the Environmental Safety Assessment

Branch to conduct the overall analyses of the entire SYVAC system
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output. The studies will proceed in two steps. The first involves

screening of parameters to determine which are significant and which

are not. This is followed by detailed analysis of parameters deemed

significant using statistical and graphical techniques.

The initial screening procedure involves relying on expert opinion and

on the application of various statistical sampling techniques to

choose sets of parameter values to be used in SYVAC. Different

sampling techniques are required in order to answer different

questions about the behaviour of an assessment model. Some examples

include simple random sampling, methods based on orthogonal fractional

factorial designs and importance sampling.

A detailed sensitivity analysis is being done on the vault model.

Three parameters (mass transfer coefficient, diffusion coefficient and

capacity factor) thought to have a significant influence on radio-

nuclide release from the vault, are plotted in three dimensions to

produce sensitivity surfaces. This graphical technique greatly

facilitates the visualization of sensitivity to variations in selected

parameters.

TAC recognizes and approves the renewed efforts in doing sensitivity

analysis. In general, we agree with the plans now being implemented

but caution that the complexity of techniques being used should be

appropriate to the context in which they are used. We feel that

sensitivity analysis of SYVAC outputs is necessary for Concept Assess-

ment and support the present plans in this area.

2.1.4.4 Post-Closure Assessment—Quality Control

TAC has judged it to be crucial that the Concept Assessment Documents

satisfy two conditions (TAC, 1986). First, conceptual models developed

from the basic research work and used in the assessment must represent

reality sufficiently accurately to yield meaningful, consistent and

verifiable results. Second, there must be assurance that the computer

code faithfully represents the conceptual models and implements the

simulation correctly. The first condition requires that a sufficient

understanding of the natural processes and factors affecting the

disposal system be achieved. For the second condition, TAC has made

two recommendations, initially in TAC-2 (TAC, 1981) and repeated in

all our subsequent reports: (1) the use of techniques to ensure both

model and software reliability, and (2) the use of advanced

computer-aided modelling systems to enhance the comprehensibility,

modifiability and reliability of computer models. Regulatory
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requirements for such quality assurance are now equally explicit

(AECB, 1985a and AECB, 1987a). Here, as in our previous reports, we

report on progress in the program on both software quality assurance

and model quality assurance.

Software Quality Assurance

There is concrete evidence of marked progress having been made in the

past year in the area of quality assurance. A comprehensive and

integrated program of systematically quality assuring the development,

maintenance and testing of the SYVAC computer program is now in place.

It consists of three groups of activities: (1) SYVAC3 development

procedures, (2) software development tools, (3) SYVAC documentation.

A rigorous and formalized set of procedures has been specified for

software development. The steps outline the development cycle from

initial analysis and design through the coding stage, followed by

various testing activities and final approval. All these activities

are formalized through the use of standardized forms which specify the

exact procedures to be followed for each activity. These forms thus

document the development, testing, coding and approval processes, and

provide an audit trail necessary for subsequent code maintenance and

review.

The effort in software tool development for error detection and

consistency checking is to be commended. The set of tools developed

is quite extensive. They vary widely in terms of function and

complexity, ranging from simple character string identifiers to

sophisticated, integrated tools for static analysis. Tools have also

been developed to facilitate the transport of computer codes among

different types of computers. A significant amount of attention has

also been directed to the clear diagrammatic presentation of the

computer code and its analysis. The use of all of these tools greatly

reduces the possibility of making errors or leaving any undetected

within the code.

To explain and document the SYVAC computer program and quality

assurance activities, an extensive set of reports are being written or

are planned. These include (1) user's manual, (2) file reading

package, (3) parameter sampling package, (4) time series management

package, (5) execution control and utilities routines, (6) development

and structure, (7) software standards manual, (8) quality assurance

manual.
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Overall TAC deems the software quality assurance components and

program now in place to show strong and comprehensive moves in this

important area, and that the effort should be maintained at the level

required to meet both regulatory requirements and any concerns for

computer code reliability.

Model Quality Assurance

TAC is pleased to note that as part of quality assurance activities in

this area, the use of model specifications has been formally adopted.

These specifications describe, in detail, the models' structure and

how they are implemented as part of the computer program. The

specifications comprise three components: data flow diagrams, data

dependency diagrams and a data dictionary. The data flow diagrams are

schematic representations of the system, showing all major processes

that are being modelled and the data interfaces between these

processes. Data dependency diagrams give specific details of the

actions carried out within each of the flow diagrams. Mathematical

equations would be examples of the specific actions implemented. The

data dictionary lists all of the variables used in the specifications

and associated information characterizing them.

These three components serve to provide a detailed link between the

models and the computer code in a fashion that permits reviews and

changes to be made easily, thus minimizing the possibility of leaving

errors undetected in the code. It is important that appropriate

documentation of each component be an integral part of the package

offered for review. We understand that preliminary specifications now

exist for the vault, geosphere and biosphere submodels and that

specifications are being prepared for the SYVAC3 executive modules.

A second major group of activities being pursued that contributes to

model quality assurance is peer review of computer models through

comparison with other similar models. For instance, output from the

vault model has been compared with outputs from similar finite

element, finite difference and analytical codes with favourable

results (LeNevue, 1986). The geosphere submodel, GEONET, is part of

the international INTRACOIN project which carries out intercomparison

of contaminant transport models and data from participating countries.

Similarly, Canada is also participating in HYDROCOIN and BIOMOVS,

international projects which do comparisons of hydrogeological models

and data, and biosphere models and data respectively.
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Not only are the submodels being reviewed in this fashion, but the

SYVAC3 executive modules are also being subjected to the same type of

comparison. Of particular note is AECL's participation in the

Probabilistic Systems Assessment Code (PSAC) User's Group. This

OECD/NEA sponsored body of some dozen groups from about eight

countries meets on a six months' basis to carry out their inter-

comparisons. A report of results from recent work is expected

shortly.

A modified •/ersion of the SYVAC3 executive is being developed, under

contract, for safety assessment of the Canada's National Uranium

Tailings Program. Results from this version will be compared with

those from another model which was developed independently by another

group. The SYVAC3 executive program was also applied to a natural

analogue study based on information from Cigar Lake, the site of a

rich uranium deposit in northern Saskatchewan.

TAC views these code and model comparison activities as very useful

exercises, the value of which lies primarily in the fact that such

collaborative efforts increase the understanding of the work of others

as well as enhancing understanding of one's own work. Participation

in these exercises also facilitates the detection of logical errors,

coding errors, omissions, etc., thus improving model quality. How-

ever, we would caution against placing undue reliance on consensus

of results with others as a basis for belief in the correctness of the

SYVAC code and its submodels.

2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

2.2.1 Program Objectives

The aim of the Environmental Research Program in the NFWMP is to

develop an understanding of the biosphere sufficient that the poten-

tial impact of radionuclides on man can be estimated should such

radionuclides ever reach the biosphere. It is assumed that if the

effects on man are within acceptable limits, the effects on other

species will also be acceptable. (This topic is the subject of a

document now in preparation.) As stated in previous reports (e.g. TAC,

1986), we consider the major objective of the Environmental Research

Program to be the establishment of an adequate model of nuclide

migration through the biosphere. This should be based on data

relevant to Canadian conditions and applicable within the SYVAC

program for overall safety and environmental assessment. The program
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should also provide answers to questions and concerns of the public

regarding the possible hazards of nuclear waste disposal.

The research program to provide data for the biosphere model and the

earlier formulation of the model have been described in the Program

Document (Zach, 1985) and the bridging report on the Biosphere Model

(Mehta, 1985), both of which we reported on favourably last year

(TAC, 1986).

2.2.2 Program Developments and the Biosphere Submodel

The biosphere submodel simulates the movement of radionuclides through

the biosphere by various pathways and calculates the radiation dose to

humans. During the past year, research has continued on several

aspects of the model. Movement of radionuclides in soils has been

further examined. The distribution of radionuclides in soil via

contamination from groundwater and from irrigation water has been

modelled. Probability density functions for the factors {annual

precipitation, soil type, soil K and soil depth) that are most

influential for radionuclide movement in soil have been defined and

documented. Some further small changes have been made to the model of

atmospheric dispersion of radionuclides. The concentration ratios of

radionuclide transfer from soils to plants have been compared and

verified and the relationship between soil concentration and plant

concentration explored. The search for groundwater discharge zones

has continued and saline groundwater discharge zones have been

investigated. The study of actual groundwater discharge sites could

significantly increase the understanding of groundwater flow. Further

experiments have been conducted to improve the understanding of

radionuclide movement between sediments and water bodies. The

influence of microorganisms on radionuclide transport in buffer and

backfill material is being investigated in laboratory columns. The

parameters that are used in the food chain model are being reviewed

and verified.

TAC views these research activities as appropriate within the

established environmental research program, in concordance with the

program document (Zach, 1985), experimentally sound, and contributing

to the further elucidation of the essential parameters involved in the

biosphere processes. However, TAC urges that sensitivity analysis be

conducted (see earlier section) and that the complete documentation

for the biosphere model be prepared as soon as possible. In terms of

the final documentation for Concept Assessment, the biosphere com-

ponent will be described in a biosphere report which will be an
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overview of the components and interactions involved. This overview

document will be supported by five documents, four describing the

transport of radionuclides through the surface water, soil, atmosphere

and food chain. The fifth document will describe dose to humans

resulting from the exposure to radionuclides. Two additional reports

on radiobiology and radioecology will provide supplementary

information.

Partly because of changes in timetable and also because of decreases

in manpower availability, these documents are not as far advanced as

TAC would wish. While TAC has had opportunities to review components

of the biosphere model as it is to be in its final formulation, the

scope of these reviews has been necessarily limited. in light of

declining manpower availability to the biosphere program, it is

crucial that the major priority of the available manpower should be

the production of draft documents for review. The availability of the

documents would enable reviewers, including TAC, to identify any

deficiencies or areas requiring further clarification. These could

then become subjects for attention in the period remaining before

final documentation is required. TAC recognizes that there are

certain difficulties in trying to produce such documents before there

is agreement on the nature of the final Concept Assessment Document

and where further refinement of data concerning the various parameters

is possible. However, it is our opinion that any draft documents

produced now are likely to require only relatively minor modifications

which can be incorporated into the final versions.

2.3 GEOSCIENCE RESEARCH

2.3.1 Geoscience Program

There is an appropriate major emphasis on the natural barrier provided

by the geosphere for the long-term containment of nuclear wastes. The

resulting geoscience program is extensive, with specific objectives

and methods allocated to the areas of geology, geophysics, geo-

mechanics, hydrogeology, geochemistry and to the construction and

operation of an underground research laboratory. The Program

Documents describing the research program and plans were last issued

in 1982, although a revised draft descriptive overview of the geo-

science program was available in 1984. That document concentrated

on the three active Research Areas (the granitic Lac du Bonnet

Batholith near WNRE in Manitoba, RA3; the Eye-Dashwa Pluton near

Atikokan in Ontario, RA4; and the East Bull Lake gabbroic intrusive

near Massey in Ontario, RA7).
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With regard to the geoscience program, TAC has emphasized in its

previous reports the value of maintaining updated program descriptions

which give an overview of objectives and research plans, and the need

for the closest possible coordination amongst all of the geoscientific

areas of activity as listed above. These needs are now increasingly

set into the context of preparing documentation for final Concept

Assessment. Understandably, major effort is now being addressed to

this task, initially in the form of so-called "Level-2 Documents".

(First level documents are the primary reports of experimental and

field work, some of which have been issued as TR's.) Level-2 docu-

mentation, comprising 24 reports in five sections, is planned. The

first three sections cover geology, geophysics, hydrogeology, geo-

mechanics and rock properties of the three Research Areas. There is

also a category of general geotechnical studies, and one on

mathematical model development. TAC's role includes careful examina-

tion of and comment on these documents as they become available to us,

usually in draft form. To date, six of the reports have been received

and are commented on in the appropriate sections which follow.

The general shape of the geological field activities has shown a

substantial reduction for those at the Atikokan Research Area and

minimal continuing work at the East Bull Lake Research Area. Major

emphasis lies in activities in the Whiteshell Research Area where the

Flow System Study is now centred (see section 2.3.4 below) and where

the Underground Research Laboratory (see section 2.3.3 below) has

become the focus for much of the geoscientific work.

The geoscience program has developed increasingly in emphasis on site

evaluation methodology which necessitates a multidisciplinary co-

ordinated approach, and thus is a development which TAC welcomes.

Comments on various parts of the geoscience program are presented in

the following sections.

2.3.2 Concept Assessment Documentation

Because of their preliminary nature, only interim judgments can be

offered on the six Level-2 geoscience documents that have been made

available to TAC as draft reports. However, these documents begin the

major task of assembling, in summary form, the vast amount of

geoscientific data obtained over the past decade, and TAC considers

them most important and essential compilations in proceeding to select

and judge the methods devised and utilized for characterizing and

evaluating sites. Comments on these preliminary reports follow.
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2.3.2.1 Geological Research at East Bull Lake (McCrank et al., 1986)

The purpose of the document is to present an overview of the geo-

scientific investigations in the East Bull Lake Area (RA7). The area

was chosen to ensure examination of a gabbro as a major rock type

encountered in the plutons of the Canadian Shield. Preliminary

examination of the site started in 1980; detailed geological mapping

and borehole drilling started in 1982. The report covers work up to

December 1985.

The pluton occurs within an extensive area of tonalitic gneiss in a

region of the Shield which was tectonically active in Archean times.

The pluton is estimated to have been emplaced about 2.48 billion years

ago. Gravity surveys and borehole observations suggest that its

horizontal extent is roughly 14.5 km by 3.5 km, and that its vertical

extent is about 500 m in the main, with a maximum of 780 m directly

observed in one borehole. The pluton is close to the structurally

important Folson Lake Fault, which influences the structures within

the Research Area.

Extensive investigations of fractures, faults, joints, etc. on out-

crops have been carried out, and are described in considerable detail.

Two sets of boreholes were drilled. The EBL-series were drilled

primarily to intersect known or suspected fracture zones. The

P-series were drilled close by, mainly for hydrogeological testing.

Careful core and borehole logging was carried out, using a variety of

geophysical and hydrogeological methods (where appropriate), resulting

in a wealth of information on petrology, fracture frequency, fracture

orientation and hydraulic properties, all of which are reported in

considerable detail. Furthermore, the secondary minerals occurring as

infilling in the fractures have been carefully examined, leading to a

well-reasoned chronology for the evolution of the pluton, its

subsequent fracturing and penetration by fluids, and to a history of

the pressures and temperatures associated with these events.

A discussion of the stress history of the pluton and of its

surrounding rocks is of a conjectural nature, direct observations of

in-situ stress not being available. It does provide what seems to be

a useful framework for understanding many of the observed structural

features. However, the potential importance of using in-situ stress

analysis with structural analysis to determine the preferred

orientations of potential hydraulic conductors cannot be established.
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The section on pathways analysis which endeavours to model the

flowpaths in the central area of the pluton is also conjectural, and

its usefulness would appear to be limited to recognition of the

additional data requirements before a realistic model could be

established and validated.

There is a careful description and interpretation of rock alterations

and fracture infillings, and of groundwater compositions, especially

as they vary with depth. A listing of mechanisms which could account

for the general observations that salinity increases with depth is

included. The studies on sorption of radionuclides on drill core

material {from only one borehole) have shown general agreement with

other studies elsewhere on geological materials, indicating relatively

high sorption by fracture filling minerals and the secondary minerals

formed by alteration.

The total work to date at the East Bull Lake Research Area has shown

that careful geological mapping, combined with geochemical analysis,

provides considerable understanding of the thermal-tectonic history of

the pluton. The structural studies continue to emphasize the

complexity of hydrological regimes and the need for much more complete

hydrogeological monitoring before flow-net modelling can reach a

satisfactorily rigorous level. There is a useful contribution to the

development of structural-fracture mapping techniques with advances

made in the demonstration of the ability to characterize major

structures and provide deterministic models on which to test

geological/hydrological data.

2.3.2.2 Geological Research At Atikokan (Stone et al., 1986)

The preliminary version of this Level-2 document summarizes geo-

logical research that has been carried out on the Eye-Dashwa pluton

since 1979. Geological mapping of the granitic pluton and its

enclosing tonalitic and metavolcanic country rock has been carried out
2

over an area of 1100 km . Two grid-scale study areas of approximately
2

4 km have been studied in detail, particularly with respect to

fracture characteristics; eight deep drill holes have been cored to

depths of 1100 metres.

Geophysical and geological studies indicate that the pluton is

balloon-shaped in cross section. The presently exposed level was

intruded into country rock at a depth of approximately 10 km. The

data suggest that granitic magma rose up a conduit and then expanded

laterally to create the area now exposed. The ballooning outwards of
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the magma created a zone of compression along the edge of the pluton

and a zone of extension across the top of the pluton. Fractures

resulting from conditions shortly after emplacement are thought by the

authors to control present-day hydraulic conductivity within the

pluton; the study of these fractures and their mineral fillings are

the principal subjects of the report.

A detailed description is given of the mapping techniques that have

been developed at Atikokan to describe fracture systems both on the

surface and in drill-core, and to correlate fractures between the

surface and sub-surface. A summary is also given of the comparable

study carried out on a fracture system at the East Bull Lake Research

Area.

The techniques currently used for modelling groundwater flow are

dependent on the recognition and resolution of the major fractures.

Many of the fractures recognized in the "tye-Dashwa granite and the

East Bull Lake gabbro have been sealed by the intrusion of dykes or

the precipitation of secondary minerals such as epidote, chlorite,

carbonates, goethite, etc. Fractures reactivated at different times

are characterized by a particular association of secondary minerals.

This provides a means to correlate fractures across a map and from

borehole to borehole. The temperature of formation and the relative

age of fracture systems can also be determined from the assemblage of

secondary minerals.

Most of the open fractures within the Eye-Dashwa pluton are found in

the upper 200 metres of the pluton where secondary precipitation of

low temperature minerals does not seal fractures re-opened or

initiated as a consequence of near surface conditions. Drilling

reveals that fractures, particularly larger fractures, can remain open

at depths below 200 metres although most fractures at depth remain

sealed by minerals deposited early in the history of the pluton.

Hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass, however, decreases signifi-

cantly with depth.

The Atikokan report is a thorough summary of the significant progress

that has been made in mapping and correlating fracture systems in

plutonic rock. The techniques have only been applied fully to grid-

scale study areas within the pluton and it seems unlikely that it

would be practical or necessary to extend the detailed mapping and

drilling necessary for detailed fracture analysis across the entire

pluton. The authors do, however, demonstrate that detailed surface

mapping is an important supplement to regional mapping and air photo-
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graphic analysis of lineaments, particularly for identifying major

near-vertical fractures and extending them into the subsurface.

TAC deems the research done on fracture analysis at Atikokan to be of

very high quality. TAC also considers that the methodology developed

by this work to characterize the fracture network can be an important

contribution to the task of site evaluation. The soundness of such an

application would be enhanced when reliable information could be

provided about fracture systems at depth. There is a clear and

properly cautious approach to modelling the fracture network. This is

based on the thesis that open fractures control the hydraulic

conductivity, and the claim that this work substantiates that thesis.

TAC retains some reservation on this matter pending clarification of

the major constraints that may be operative (including topographical

influences). Further, TAC agrees with the conclusion that variation in

ancient fracture characteristics from one granite body to another is

still not well understood. Hence, unless considerably more regional

work is undertaken, specific geological data and fracture charac-

teristics remain site specific and not generic. Nonetheless, and

importantly, the fracture analysis methodology would appear to be

widely applicable.

2.3.2.3 Geophysical Surveys, Whiteshell Research Area (Soonawala,
1986); Geophysical Surveys, Atikokan Research Area
(Soonav/ala, 1986)

Both of these reports were received in preliminary form, and TAC's

examination of them, therefore, was also a preliminary judgment. Our

evaluation was presented to AECL in the form of a technical

communication to the Program Director late in 1986. The essence of

our consideration, pending further examination of the geophysical

documentation in its final form and its relation to other Level-2

documents, can be summarized as follows: (a) overall these two reports

give a clear and very useful summary of the extensive geophysical work

accomplished to date, and (b) at a more detailed level there appears

to be a need for more clarity and consistency in the judgments offered

as to the relevance and usefulness of the various geophysical

methodologies in meeting the objectives that are outlined.

2.3.2.4 Depths of Glacial Erosion (Shilts and Kaszycki, 1986)

A vault site located on the Canadian Shield could be subjected to

glaciation at some time in the future. Therefore, a vault must be

located at sufficient depth beneath the present surface to ensure that

erosion caused by glaciation could not influence the integrity of the
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vault or adversely influence the hydrogeological characteristics of

the vault site. This report reviews the methods currently available

for estimating glacial erosion, and uses the method of specific

glacial erosion to show that the depth of erosion caused by glaciation

is small compared to the 500-1000 metres reference depth for a vault.

The study was carried out on a range of lithologies including Dubawnt

volcanic rocks from the District of Keewatin, granitic rocks from the

Appalachians of southeastern Quebec, and ultrarnafic rocks from

Thetford Mines, Quebec. Various techniques were employed to estimate

glacial erosion. The total eroded volume of a particular lithology is

determined by studying the till at specific sites on a grid placed

across an entire till sheet. This volume, divided by the total area

of outcrop of the rock type, gives the average depth of erosion for

the episode of glaciation that produced the till sheet. The

concentration of chemical elements such as nickel in the Thetford

ultramafic rocks has been used in a similar manner. These methods

suggest that the most realistic figure for average erosion of granite

during one advance and retreat of a glacier is somewhat under two

metres. The report correctly acknowledges, however, that erosion at a

particular site could exceed the average value.

TAC considers the methods used in this study to be valid and supports

the conclusions presented in the report that the amount of erosion to

be expected from glaciation will have no significant effect on the

integrity of a vault located at a depth of 500-1000 metres below the

present surface of the Canadian Shield.

2.3.2.5 An Overview of Salt Deposits in Canada (McFall, 1987)

Salt is an alternative rock type that could serve as a host for a

nuclear waste vault. Accumulations of salt occur at many locations in

Canada in units that are thick enough to accommodate a vault.

Research programs on salt as a potential host are actively under way

in the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the

Netherlands. Salt is a relatively plastic material of low permeability

that is sufficiently conductive to dissipate heat rapidly from a

vault. Salt is also considered to be "self-sealing" with the

capability of preventing access to fluids. Salt is, however, often

associated with economically important concentrations of other

commodities such as petroleum and gypsum; salt accumulations are,

therefore, sites for resource exploitation.
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This report summarizes the geological characteristics of salt

accumulations in five regions of Canada, i.e. the Arctic Archipelago,

Western Mainland Canada, the Hudson Bay Region, the Atlanic Provinces,

and the Atlantic Off-shore Region. Salt deposits occur in both the

Franklinian Geosyncline a.id the Sverdrop Basin of the Canadian Arctic.

These regions are seismically active and have potential for petroleum

accumulations.

Fourteen salt units from Western Canada are described. Some of these

units are relatively thin with shale interbeds that make them less

attractive as potential host rocks. The limited distribution or deep

burial of some of the deposits are also factors that decrease their

potential. The off-shore location of deposits in the Hudson Bay

Lowland makes them largely inaccessible by conventional mining

techniques.

Five salt units are described from southwestern Ontario. This area is

tectonically stable and some of the units appear to be thick enough to

accommodate a vault. Salt deposits in the region are commercially

exploited at present for salt, gypsum, and associated hydrocarbons.

Much of the accumulation of salt in the Atlantic Provinces is off-

shore. Geological information about the on-shore deposits is not

adequate for the author to judge the stability of diapiric structures

within the salt and to assess the potential for access of water along

faults into the salt units. Subsurface data are also sparse for the

Off-shore Atlantic Region but the location of these deposits under

deep water makes them unlikely sites for a vault.

The amount of salt lost to commercial activity through the siting of a

vault in this rock type would not be significant because of the large

inventory of salt available in Canada. Salt, therefore, offers a

feasible alternative to plutonic rock as a host rock. Attention is

drawn, in particular, to the Upper Lotsberg and Prairie Evaporite of

Western Canada, the Salina A-2 and B units of southwestern Ontario,

and the Windsor Group in the Atlantic Provinces.

This report provides a factual and useful summary of Canadian salt

deposits that could serve as potential host rocks for a waste vault.

Such a collection and analysis of data on an alternative medium for

waste disposal is worthwhile in case such alternatives must be

examined in the future. Meanw.ii?e, the Canadian program, and the

regulatory framework for assessing the concept, are committed to the
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extensive research on disposal in crystalline rock. TAC reconfirms

its position that this option is the most feasible for Canada to

pursue at present.

2.3.3 Geology and Geophysics

The emphasis on geological and geophysical field research has shifted

from the Atikokan and East Bull Lake Research Areas of northern

Ontario to the Whiteshell Research Area of eastern Manitoba. Field

studies are being carried out mainly in support of the Regional Flow

System Study underway both within and adjacent to the Lac du Bonnet

granitic pluton.

Field research in the Whiteshell Research Area also supports the

research program underway within the URL project. The involvement of

the Us/DOE in the URL is also resulting in the participation of this

agency in more regional geological and geophysical investigations.

Examples of this expanding cooperation between Canada and the United

States include the joint study of surface-to-subsurface correlation of

geologic features, and the use of isotopic dating to study both the

early history of tectonism and alteration within the Lac du Bonnet

pluton and the possible dating of calcite occurring as fracture

fillings.

Geophysical studies are being conducted on three grid-scale study

areas (each 1.3 square kilometres in size) within the Whiteshell

Research Area. These include total field magnetic, very-low-frequency

electromagnetic, horizontal loop electromagnetic and direct current

resistivity surveys along 100 km of cut-line. Seismic surveys are

also planned. The objective of these surveys is to detect subsurface

anomolies that can be identified as zones of permeability to fluids

and to correlate these zones with geologically observed surface

features.

Borehole drilling and coring continue to be used to test the

surface-to-subsurface correlation of geologic features, to enable the

development of borehole geophysical and logging techniques, and to

support the hydrogeological and geochemical studies. A deep hole has

yielded the most saline fluids detected to date at the Whiteahell RA

in the interval from 1100 to 1200 metres.

Radar surveys are being applied to the detection of fracture zones

both in the URL excavation and in the boreholes used for geophysical

logging. At the URL, the radar technique has demonstrated its
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capability for detecting reflectors up to 20 metres into solid rock;

and borehole radar soundings at Chalk River (Davis and Annan, 1986)

have penetrated 50 m one-way through granitic rock. TAC has

previously recognized the potential of the cross-hole seismic

technique for assessing rock quality in site selection and site

evaluation, and also agrees with the usefulness of radar logging as a

means of identifying planar discontinuities away from the borehole.

TAC acknowledges the progress that has been made in developing a

research plan to utilize geology and geophysics in support of the

hydrogeologio research of the Regional Flow System study. AECL

personnel .-have accomplished an efficient transition in effort from the

research aieas at Atikokan and East Bull Lake to the Whiteshell

Research Area. A document that summarizes the combined research plan

for geology, geophysics and hydvogeology in the Regional Flow System

Study is needed at prjesent so that TAC and other interested scientists

can assess and comment on the overall plan. TAC expresses satisfaction

with botn the progress and quality of the geological research program.

2-3.4 Underground Research Laboratory (URL)

The URL is a geotechnical research facility and part of the Whiteshell

Research Area situated on the Lac du Bonnet Batholith, a large,

previously undisturbed, granite pluton similar to many found in the

Canadian Shield. The location of the URL shaft and associated

underground test areas was based on the knowledge of the underlying

geological structure and groundwater flow system gained from extensive

geological and hydrogeological characterization studies which began in

1978 The current level of development and experimentation is

summarized in the most recent st'atus reports (Wright, 1987a, b) .

The centrality of the role of the URL in the NFWMP is increasingly

evident as it uses the unique coordination of geophysical, geological,

hydrogeological and geochemical experimental techniques to character-

ize the subsurface environment in plutonic rock. It further allows

the detailed observation of physical and chemical changes in the rock

mass and in the groundwater due to excavation, and will provide a

medium for detailed experiments on disposal vault performance. TAC

considers that the developments to date have confirmed these roles,

essential to the overall program, as achievable through such a

dedicated geotechnical research facility.

Today, the underground development of the URL consists of a vertical

rectangular shaft 255 m deep, a circular ventilation raise, and a
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horizontal access drift at the 240 m level. Geotechnical character-

ization of the main shaft to the 240 m level was completed during the

past year- Excavation to extend the shaft to a depth of 465 m and its

geotechnical characterization has commenced in cooperation with the

US/DOE as discussed in Section 2.3.6 below.

In June 1986, a program of geotechnical drilling, testing and

instrumenting was initiated to assess the characteristics of the

fracture zone, particularly in the area through which the shafts

extend. Boreholes drilled from the 240 m level into and beyond the

fracture zone show that the fracture zone is extremely variable in its

constituents and properties, with a very complex geology. This

geotechnical information will be used to design a suitable program for

stabilizing the fracture zone by grouting, particularly at the

locations where the zone will be penetrated by the two shafts. The

drill holes will also be used as monitoring holes to observe the

short- and long-term effects of grouting and excavation.

Excavation of the shaft extension is planned for completion in

September 1988. During this operation, an experimental program will

be conducted at the access drift on the 240 m level to monitor the

response of both the groundwater flow system and the rock mass during

the shaft sinking process. The rock mass around the shaft at the

465 m level will be geotechnically characterized, in a manner similar

to the characterization program of the earlier URL development

(see also Section 2.3.6 below). This will allow the selecting of

appropriate sites for the experimental program that will follow the

construction phase. Included in that program are experiments to study

the thermo-mechanical response of the rock mass to excavation

disturbance and heating; the sorption and migration of contaminants

dissolved in the groundwater; the interaction between full-sized

electrically heated containers, buffer materials and surrounding rock;

and the sealing of boreholes and shafts. Planning and preparation for

these experiments is proceeding in parallel with the shaft excavation.

The construction phase experimentation and extensive data collection

have been essential in building a realistic data base for the develop-

ment and verification of a geosphere model. The evaluation of the

experiments planned for the operational phase will be equally

essential for both a vault model and a geosphere model if they are

planned with care and full knowledge of comparable work elsewhere. TAC

anticipates adequate opportunity to review such research planning as

it progresses. Additionally, the success of the program depends in no
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small measure on the maintenance and enhancement of the needed

instrumentation and data logging systems, which are essential continu-

ing activities.

Although no revised Program Document on the URL is available, the

status reports (Wright 1987a, b) do list the specific characteriza-

tion activities being carried out or planned, and outline the general

objectives and components for the URL experimental program. TAC

considers the objectives as well formulated with a necessary emphasis

on the data and documentation required, and the general planning to be

flexible and adequately open-ended as to future inclusion of new

exper iment s.

2.3.5 Hydrogeology

The principal objectives of the hydrogeology components of the NFWMP

include the evaluation of the physical and chemical characteristics of

the groundwater regime in the plutonic rock environment of the

Canadian Shield and to develop an understanding of the generic

relationship between those characteristics and their controlling

factors.

During this reporting period, the emphasis has been on hydrogeology in

the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Area (WNRA), although some hydro-

geological monitoring continued at the Atikokan Research Area and

the East Bull Lake Research Area. Field work, with expanded activity,

concentrated on characterization of the hydrogeologic properties of

Fracture Zone 2 in the vicinity of the URL prior to proceeding with

the deepening of the URL shaft. Field work has also continued on

characterizing the hydrogeologic properties of the groundwater flow in

the expanded WNRA as a regional flow system study. Facilities

development included new deep pumping systems, and improved data

collection, recording and transmission procedures and equipment.

The improvements in computer hardware during this reporting period

have significantly enhanced the capability to model more realistic-

ally, with both two-dimensional and three-dimensional models, the

hydrogeologic environment of the URL. Simulation of the real

hydrogeologic environment of the WNRA will be used to generate the

geostatistical parameter distributions for the geosphere submodel to

be used in SYVAC3 and utilized for Concept Assessment. Stress has

been laid on groundwater sampling and chemical analyses, an emphasis

with which TAC agrees fully (cf TAC, 1986). This delineation and

documentation of the water chemistry at depths and in relation to
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fracture characterization has made considerable progress. Surface

water-groundwater interactions in relation to recharge and discharge

patterns proceed from the data interpretations that are underway or

planned. The geochemical and isotopic evidence relating to the origin

of Canadian Shield brines has been reviewed critically (Pearson,

1987). TAC remains impressed with the quality of the hydrogeology

program, although the extensive documentation required for the Concept

Assessment is not being assembled at the rate originally forecast.

TAC suggests that evaluation of the potential impact of future

episodes of continental glaciation on the performance of the disposal

vault should consider the following factors:

(a) the hydrogeological environment in the margin area of an

advancing and retreating continental glacier, particularly during

the time when the disposal facility is within the peripheral zone

of the glacier. At that time the hydraulic gradients directed

from the vicinity of the vault to the ground surface beyond the

margin of glaciation will presumably be much greater than during

interglacial intervals;

(b) during the advance and retreat of a continental glacier,

isostatic compensation of the ice sheet will possibly lead to

vertical depression and rebound of the rock mass enclosing the

disposal vault that will result in significant vertical movement

of the vault and the enclosing rock mass;

(c) there will be a greater tendency for re-opening of pre-existing

fracture systems to a differential deformation of the rock mass

enclosing the vault as the glacier advances across the area where

the vault is situated;

(d) hydrogeological transport of radionuclides from the vault into

fractures in the adjacent rock mass which may occur during

episodes of continental glaciation when there is no animal or

plant life at the ground surface may place radionuclides much

closer to the biosphere environment which will develop

immediately following deglaciation.

2.3.6 Geomechanics

Geomechanics research is being carried out to elucidate the response

of a jointed plutonic rock mass to stresses imposed by mechanical and

thermal phenomena which would be associated with a disposal vault
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(Dormuth, 1986). In order to find, or check, the values of various

parameters needed in the design of a disposal vault, experiments are

being carried out both in the laboratory and in the field. The URL is

the major focus of field activity. The experiments are being

conducted, or are planned, at three different scale levels: on small

specimens obtained by core drilling, on large rock blocks, and by

direct observation of large-scale rock mass response to changes of

stress and/or temperature.

As mentioned in our previous report (TAC, 1986), the present

experience shows that samples taken from a great depth in a hard rock

under high lateral compressive stress tend to be damaged and even

fractured during core drilling, which results in an apparent decrease

of strength and modulus of elasticity with depth (Annor and Jackson,

1986). This is clearly a technical problem needing resolution either

by an improved drilling and coring method (e.g. drilling under mud

pressure) or by using a suitable borehole testing method, some of

which are still being developed.

Of greater importance are the tests on natural fractures, either on

200 mm diameter samples taken from the URL, or on 8 m cubical rock

blocks containing a natural fracture (Lang, 1986). It is clear,

however, that even with the best possible care to select a

representative or "typical" fracture, the value of such tests will

remain limited unless they are used only as a check of the validity

of a more general model of fracture behaviour that could be extended

to fractures of different shape and rock surface characteristics.

TAC considers that there is considerable merit in the large-scale rock

mass response experiments planned in the URL which, when related to a

numerical simulation of rock response, can be used as an ultimate

check of other methods for parameter prediction or evaluation.

Experiments falling into this category are the planned Pressure

Chamber Experiment and the Excavation Response Experiment, both within

the URL program. Such simulations have already furnished very

valuable information during the Phase 1 shaft sinking and horizontal

development at the 240 m level of the URL.

A coupled hydrogeological-geomechanical experiment to determine the

permeability, porosity and compressibility of a portion of a large

fracture zone (referred to as Fracture Zone 2) is presently underway

in connection with the Phase 2 shaft sinking from the 240 m to the

455 m level. The coupled testing will involve an area of about 50 m

by 50 m. On a still larger scale, there will be an extension of the
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URL Drawdown Experiment to determine properties of fractures and
2

fracture zones at a scale of 2 km . Although this is basically a

hydrogeology experiment, a degree of gee-mechanical coupling will be

introduced in the near future (Lang, 1986).

TAC considers these geomechanical activities as well conceived, very

competently planned and being well executed insofar as the experiments

which are in process. As these detailed experimental programs yield

better and more detailed data on rock mass behaviour, more

sophisticated numerical analysis will have to be applied for optimum

use of this new information. These geomechanical research efforts

provide some of the key elements in connection with all phases of the

program, i.e. the site selection, the vault design, and the pre-

diction of the vault behaviour in both the pre- and post-closure

phases.

2.3.7 Geochemistry

The objectives of the geochemistry program are to obtain an

understanding of the processes that control the chemical interactions

between dissolved radionuclides and geological materials lining

fractures and pores in the geosphere, and to develop a model suitable

for the prediction of the retardation effect on radionuclide migration

through the geosphere. The program involves studies on rock-water

interactions, radionuclide sorption and migration, colloid formation,

and radionuclide speciation in groundwater. Continued progress has

been made in all of these areas.

The data which have been accumulated on sorption of representative

radionuclides on several crystalline rock types are being incorporated

into an international data base. This will permit the generation of

probability distribution curves for sorption coefficients, and the

production of functional dependencies of sorption on such parameters

as pH, Eh and ionic strength of groundwater. Further three-level,

three-variable, statistically-designed experiments have been conducted

to determine quantitatively the effect of various parameters,

(solution salinity, volume to weight ratio, tracer concentration, and,

where appropriate, redox condition) on the sorption of five

representative radionuclides on the fracture-filling minerals commonly

found in plutonic rocks. The results obtained will be used to provide

functional dependencies of sorption coefficients on the selected

parameters.
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The effects of mineral alteration and weathering on radionuclide

sorption mechanisms have been investigated. Since some of the

reactions are slow, kinetic effects cannot be ignored. Experiments on

diffusion into an altered rock matrix have continued. The results show

that diffusion into connected pore spaces is an important mechanism

for retardation of radionuclides, and supplements sorption processes.

Preparation for diffusion and sorption experiments in large blocks

containing fractures continues. Preliminary results have already been

obtained.

Underlying chemistry research to provide fundamental information in

support of the program continues in the areas of redox chemistry of

technetium, thermodynamic studies of actinldes and fission products,

hydrothermal alteration reactions of minerals, waste-rock interactions

and colloid chemistry.

In our view, experiment delineation is comprehensive, emphasis on

multicomponent and multivariable systems is well-placed and progress

continues to be satisfactory. We note particularly the attempts to

understand the processes governing radionuclide sorption, and to take

account of its dependence on controlling parameters. Testing of

radionuclide sorption models in large-scale experiments will be of

importance.

2.3.8 Geosphere Submodel

The earlier geosphere submodel, as noted previously (TAC, 1986), was

generic in its conceptualization and parameter distributions, but was

to be replaced by one based on site-specific data. This latter, under

development for CAD, relies on the more site-specific data being

obtained from the current research program at the URL and the

Whiteshell Research Area. This approach has the advantage of basing

calculations on an actual site where testing can rule out the

possibility of unforeseen factors that could detract from the

effectiveness of a geosphere barrier.

The distributions of parameters such as path length and hydraulic

conductivity, needed for the geosphere submodel of SYVAC3, are being

generated by a finite element simulation of the hydrogeologic

environment at the Whiteshell Research Area. A 13 km long northwest-

southeast trending regional profile has been subjected to geological,

geophysical and hydrogeologic investigations; this information is used

to define a regional two-dimensional simulation with more detailed
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three-dimensional analysis of the local area enclosing the URL.

Results from applying the model to the URL site suggest that nuclide

migration will be governed mainly by fractures within a few hundred

metres of the shaft.

TAC considers that the use of a site-specific geosphere submodel for

CAD is a reasonable approach, and should permit the assembly of field

data sufficient to justify the parameter distributions used in the

submodel. This latter validation is an essential requirement for

producing a credible model. As soon as the geosphere model document

is available, TAC will be in a position to make a more detailed

evaluation.

2.3.9 Natural Analogs

The international interest in the Oklo reactor is the best known

example of a natural analog. In our previous reports (TAC, 1985; TAC,

1986) features of natural analogs of interest have been described.

The continued study of natural analogs is supported by TAC.

In Canada, the extremely rich uranium ore bodies in Saskatchewan can

provide information about migration on geological time scales. On-

going studies are based on both stable isotope and radioisotope

measurements, including the extent of migration of technetium and

plutonium from the Cigar Lake uranium deposit. Exceedingly careful

interpretation of such data is necessary, and as this work continues

its conclusions will require very critical examination. Nonetheless

TAC considers the work on natural analogs to offer important insights

into radionuclide movement, and the results from Canadian sites to be

complementary to other on-going investigations Internationally.

Evidence from field studies of the Cigar Lake uranium deposit

indicates there are microorganisms at depth in the groundwater.

Irrespective of whether microorganisms are present initially, a vault

will necessarily contain microorganisms as a result of the human

intrusion. There will also be a certain level of organic material

present. During the time the vault is open, the conditions will be

aerobic and aerobes can be active. Later, the conditions will become

anaerobic. As a result of microbiological activity it is conceivable

that complexation agents could be formed that could enhance the

mobility of some radionuclides. It is to be expected also that the

radiation level for some distance at and around the container will

lead to a sterile region. One study (Oscarson et al., 1986) concludes

that microorganisms will likely inhibit rather than promote migration.
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Overall, it seems unlikely that microbiological activity will lead to

significant enhancement of radionuclide migration after a container

would be breached. However, studies should be continued as proposed

(Wright 1987a) in order to obtain more complete knowledge of the

probable effects to be expected.

2.4 IMMOBILIZATION AND VAULT SEALING TECHNOLOGY

2.4.1 General Program Description

This portion of the program deals with the isolation of the waste

form, either used fuel or high-level wastes from a fuel recycling or

reprocessing facility, so as to retard the release of the radio-

nuclides. For used fuel, the objective is to develop an appropriate

container, while for high-level wastes from reprocessing the objective

is incorporation into a resistant matrix.

The matter of reprocessing of used nuclear fuel, currently maintained

under safe interim storage conditions on the reactor sites, has been

outlined in our previous reports. By reprocessing is meant the

separation, by chemical and physicochemical means, of such actinides

as plutonium, uranium and thorium from the fission products, leaving

them as a high-level waste for disposal. Our report last year (TAC,

1986) dealt specifically with the planned reductions in the waste

immobilization program (both in product and in process development),

paid tribute to the substantial contributions that AECL has made in

these areas, and indicated satisfaction with the general level of

achievement. At the same time, we stressed the obvious need to

maintain both up-to-date knowledge in this field and a capability of

meeting Concept Assessment requirements, a view which we still hold.

The next two sections (2.4.2 and 2.4.3) report briefly on the reduced

activities on waste forms which have shifted from product development

to waste form evaluation, and on processing of waste forms. The

following sections (2.4.4 and 2.4.5) deal, in turn, with used fuel

characterization and containers for used fuel.

Following fuel or waste form immobilization and containment, the next

barrier results from the emplacement within selected buffer material

in the disposal vault. The vault is then backfilled and openings to

the surface sealed. This total system of engineered barriers in the

vault has a central focus on resistance to the release of radio-

nuclides into any groundwater which may flow through the vault.

Progress in these areas of buffer and backfill development and vault

sealing are the subject of the next sections, while the final section
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carries comments on the overall vault model. The latter integrates

the individual elements into a coherent grouping which allows testing

or comparing with actual measurements, and is one of the three

submodels in the total disposal system.

2.4.2 Waste Form Evaluation

The experimental program on processed waste form evaluation is

expected to be completed by March 1988. The work is directed towards

the development of dissolution models for waste forms incorporating

processed waste, including boro- and alumino-silicate glasses, sphene

glass-ceramics, and special product waste forms for carbon-14 and

iodine-129. Development work on models is essentially complete, and

has been reported in the open literature, with experiments still in

progress being directed towards further verification of these models.

The current budget situation dictates a low priority for further work

on the solution behaviour of these waste forms. It appears, however,

that the models will be sufficiently validated to justify their use in

concept assessment documentation. TAC continues to find the work on

waste forms to be of high scientific quality, and concentrated most

appropriately on forms and evaluation conditions suitable for Canadian

fuel recycle waste and Canadian disposal conditions.

2.4.3 Process Technology for Waste Forms

With the cancellation of the R&D program on fuel recycle, the work on

process development and technology is now being concluded. The WIPE

(Waste Immobilization Process Experiment) facility has been

successfully utilized in a series of integrated experiments which

include feed preparation, calcination and vitrification. Those

experiments included two types of simulated high-level liquid waste

and two types of borosilicate glass. Electric melting facilities for

the production of kg-scale quantities of sphene glass-ceramics have

been constructed and tested. For the WIPE experiments, process unit

performance has been carefully monitored and the glass product

monoliths characterized. Comparable process measurements have been

carried out for the glass-ceramic melter. This latter work

complements the laboratory-scale research on sphene glass-ceramics

which has had emphasis over the last few years, including the

development of alternative low-temperature preparative methods.
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The program has seen successful achievements through innovative

process design developments and their implementation on an experi-

mental and pilot plant basis- Processing of suitable waste forms, on

an adequate scale, has been clearly demonstrated. The cessation of

further work in process technology on the WIPE facility and the

completion of the pilot-scale effort on the sphene glass-ceramics,

hence appear to be justified under current budget restrictions.

2.4.4 Used Fuel Characterization

The principal objective of the used-fuel characterization research is

to develop a model which describes the leaching and dissolution

behaviour of used UO fuel under conditions expected to exist in the

disposal vault. Considerable progress continues to be made towards

this objective.

Studies of the possible changes during the storage of used fuel under

dry conditions and in water for periods up to several years are being

carried out. For air storage, no sign of degradation was observed in

intact fuel bundles, but in defected elements evidence of some grain

boundary oxidation was observed. For water storage, both defected and

non-defected, no adverse effects were observed for periods of up to 17

years.

studies of the fission product inventories at grain boundaries have

been continued, showing a significant difference between low- and

high-power fuel. The inventory of cesium and iodine can be related to

the fractional xenon gap inventory. Attention is also being given to

carbon-14 inventory—a commendable move. We continue to encourage a

reasonable emphasis on these studies in order to obtain a clear and

validated view of the dependence of grain boundary inventory on power

history.

Studies of the dissolution behaviour of used fuel at 100 C in various

groundwaters and under both oxidizing and reducing conditions have

been carried out, and some new long-term experiments initiated. The

uranium and fission product concentrations are orders of magnitude

lower under reducing conditions.

Electrochemical studies continue to provide fundamental information on

the effect of redox and solution chemistry factors on the surface

oxidation of UO to U O and U3
O
7» and on other surface intermediate

states during oxidative dissolution of UO . This work includes that

on the effect of radiolysis products of groundwater on UO oxidation

and dissolution.
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A multicomponent system test to examine the interactions of used-

fuel/clay/rock at 200 C for a six-month period has been completed,

with the maximum leach rate being observed for saline waters in the

presence of bentonite. It is suggested that consideration be given to

a comparable test with steel present to determine if the steel

supports in the disposal container could influence the dissolution

behaviour. The used-fuel source term for the chemical modelling

studies is being refined and the thermodynamic data base is being

improved. A mathematical model was developed to address the dis-

solution rate of used fuel when precipitation and sorption processes

occur that remove uranium from solution (Garisto and Garisto, 1986).

To conclude, the level of activity and progress in used-fuel

characterization and chemical modelling is considered to be

satisfactory.
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Model development has reached the level where the effect on UO

solubility of variations in groundwater properties can be taken

directly into account.

2.4.5 Containers and Materials Evaluation

The main emphasis has been on simple cylindrical containers designed

to provide high-integrity resistance to vault pressures, to thermal

gradients, and to corrosion from exposure to groundwater and to

radiation fields. Our previous report (TAC, 1986) summarizes the

general forms of container development including the stressed-shell

design (thick shell to withstand vault hydrostatic pressures) and

supported-shell designs. In that report TAC concurred with the

elimination of stressed-shell design as a reference system for Concept

Assessment, and the selection of the particulate-packed, structurally

supported titanium shell container as a reference container. However,

the need for continuing corrosion investigations was stressed.

The continuing programs in this area have included the following:

(a) Further limited work on the design and stress analysis of the

iron-based stressed shell (IBSS) container including creep tests

and lid closure tests (Teper, 1986). Apparently no corrosion

performance examination of these bimetallic systems has been

initiated. Such an evaluation should be made.
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(b) Hydrostatic testing and structural performance analysis on the

three half-scale metal matrix supported-shell containers are

being completed, and predictive modelling of stress-strain

behaviour proceeding satisfactorily. The casting of defect-free

lead matrices has been demonstrated on half-scale prototypes, and

good predictive solidification models developed. (Mathew, 1986).

The important test program on a full-scale prototype of a

particulate packed supported shell container is well underway and

the first report on the hydrostatic tests issued (Teper, 1987).

Tests on alternative particulates have been completed but the

results have not yet been reported.

(c) For container fabrication, emphasis continues to be suitably laid

on closure techniques and consequent inspection methods and

reliability analyses. For titanium alloy thin shell containers

both gas-tungsten-arc (GTC) welding and resistance-heated

diffusion bonding have been demonstrated as feasible (Maak, 1986)

and as allowing ready inspection by ultrasonic techniques.

Robotic inspection methods are being developed and tested (Moles

et al., 1986) and helium leak test procedures for sealed

containers also developed. For thick walled copper fabrication,

electron-beam welds for 2 5 mm thickness have been successfully

demonstrated for both electrolytic tough pitch (ETP) and

oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) copper. The claim that

ultrasonic inspection techniques are feasible appears justified.

Comprehensive reporting in the above areas of mechanical testing,

fabrication methods, inspection techniques and reliability analyses

for the range of container designs and materials indicated is

underway. While TAC must reserve its final opinion until these

reports are available for careful study, our preliminary view is that

containers with good atructural performance can be readily fabricated

and sealed, and that the adequacy of closures can be reliably checked

by known inspection techniques. There is now available a considerable

amount of published documentation from this program, much of it in the

open scientific literature, which is supportive of these conclusions.

The reference designs, including fabrication techniques, selected at

this stage for Concept Assessment, appear suitable and well justified

in terms of structural performance, closure methodology, and

inspection reliability. However, the crucial area of materials

evaluation in the form of corrosion performance under possible vault

conditions remains an open question, and TAC considers that

concentration on this essential element is crucial. Alternative
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designs and material selections may be required unless satisfactory

corrosion performance under vault conditions can be reliably

predicted.

TAC has stressed in many previous reports and reiterated in TAC-7

(TAC, 1986), the importance and essential nature of the corrosion

research as candidate container materials are evaluated for

performance under realistic vault conditions. There is increasing

breadth to the corrosion investigations being pursued within the

program, especially as their contribution to the understanding of a

realistic container failure mode becomes paramount.

The corrosion research programs have related to "corrosion allowance"

materials, with both copper and iron-based materials under

investigation, to "corrosion prevention" materials with a main

emphasis on titanium alloys as well as the completion of work on

nickel alloys, and to metal matrix constituents including lead and

zinc.

Copper corrosion studies have concentrated on electrochemical methods,

while the long-term immersion tests under simulated disposal condi-

tions, including the effects of X-radiation, are in progress or await

reporting. The degree to which general corrosion is

diffusion-controlled and the effect of sulphide and chloride on the

propensity for pitting corrosion are being extensively studied. The

range of experimental methods and conditions being employed have been

very well selected. In view of the general knowledge on copper

corrosion, and the general resistive nature of copper to possible

vault environments, TAC considers that continuing work on copper

should be emphasized. In particular, there is need to ascertain more

clearly the range of conditions and environments in which copper may

be susceptible to pitting corrosion, and to determine the limiting

factors in general corrosion in the copper-buffer system. Expansion

of multicomponent tests involving copper would also appear to be

justified.

An extensive review of corrosion behaviour of iron-based materials in

aqueous environments relevant to potential vault conditions is being

made. Both general and localized corrosion processes can occur in such

situations, as well as, almost certainly, stress corrosion cracking.

Thorough evaluation of existing data will be required, therefore,

before it can be ascertained whether the iron-based materials or their

environment can be adjusted to ensure the design use of a reasonable

corrosion allowance.
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The primary program emphasis on titanium alloys (both Grade-2 and

Grade-12) has continued. It has now been shown that the level of iron

impurity in Grade-2 titanium, which affects the grain size, also

affects significantly the crevice-corrosion rates. The effects of

temperature, chloride concentration, heat treatment, and tf-radiation

have also been investigated. The need to reconcile the long-term

immersion corrosion rate data with the shorter electrochemical

investigations has been recognized and further experimentation has

been initiated. A thorough re-examination of existing crevice-

corrosion data is being made, in addition to the further

investigations planned for determining the relationship between

crevice corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement. All of these appear to

be a logical and important requirement. The specification of crevice

size and conditions and the translation into penetration dimensions

must be made explicit if various sets of data are to be compared and

then the results applied to a fabricated container set into a vault.

The work on two nickel-based alloys (Inconel-625 and Hastalloy C-276)

has been completed. In view of their susceptibility to pitting and

crevice corrosion, including the enhancement of crevice corrosion

by )f-radiation, there seems little justification for giving further

consideration to such alloys as waste container materials. The final

reports on this work are awaited.

Metal matrix materials have now been investigated in terms of their

corrosion rates. An experimental program was carefully designed to

determine the effect of oxygen content, ionic strength of the aqueous

component, and temperature for the lead-titanium-bentonite/sand

system. This approach was soundly conceived, and the results should

provide definitive and applicable data for design of metal matrix

containers.

There is clear recognition that the general corrosion investigations

must provide corrosion rate data for any potential container system

with acceptable long-term predictability. TAC supports the need for

significant continuing effort in this area and the careful selection

of priorities in the experimental schemes adopted. TAC also recommends

that consideration be given to the convening of a workshop on

corrosion. Such an opportunity for the program staff of knowledgeable

and able investigators to meet with a few outside experts for critical

discussion of the corrosion program status could be very productive at

this stage.
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2.4.6 Buffer Development

The buffer material surrounds the nuclear waste container, isolating

it from the host rock and backfill, and serves to (a) protect the

waste container from mechanical damage, (b) provide a near-field

environment conducive to optimum performance of the container and

waste form, and (c) inhibit the mass transport of water and dissolved

species in the vicinity of the waste container. The buffer development

program consists of a number of research projects in support of both

concept assessment and the forthcoming URL experimental phase.

Current concept assessment research has been focussing on detailed

characterization of the reference buffer material (RBM), a 50-50, by-

dry mass, mixture of Avonlea bentonite and graded silica sand.

Emphasis has been given to extending the characterization of buffer

materials to saline groundwater conditions, as well as establishing

what influence elevated temperature and hydraulic pressure will have

on buffer performance. The hydraulic conductivity of the RBM is not

significantly affected by the ionic strength of groundwater, nor by

temperature, according to preliminary results. Continuing research is

being directed towards establishing the viability of the buffer over

the long-term. The plans include a continuation of testing of the

hydraulic conductivity of buffer materials in both fresh and saline
o

groundwater at temperatures approaching 100 C -•. study of the

mechanism involved in the loss of swelling properties of bentonite at

temperatures exceeding 150 C, field and laboratory studies of natural

bentonites to get a better understanding of their long-term behaviour,

and continuation of laboratory programs on the stress-strain time

properties of the buffer material at elevated pressures and

temperatures.

The study of the effect of organic matter in clay sealing materials

has been completed. For organic contents up to 1.2 weight per cent no

adverse effects on engineering properties and none due to complexing

of radionuclides are shown, and hence, in general, no adverse effect

on vault performance. While the matter of microorganisms has been

considered, it is not clear whether effects on the pH and Eh of

groundwater have been examined in the necessary detail.

Work conducted in support of the URL experimental program has included

development of bulk mixing procedures for the URL buffer-container

tests, and development of compaction dies for the production of

precompacted buffer material.
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A study of the methodologies for determining ionic diffusion

coefficients and of diffusion mechanisms in compacted bentonite

buffers has been completed (Cheung, 1987). It has been concluded that

there are several pathways for the diffusion of ions through these

buffers: through surface, interlayer and interstitial water. The

extent of diffusion in surface water is small compared to diffusion

through interlayer and interstitial water. Because of negative

surface charges, anions tend to be excluded from interlayer water, and

so migrate primarily through interstitial water. Cations, on the

other hand, migrate through both. Sorption of ions depends primarily

on the presence of interlayer water. These fundamental studies on the

links between the sorption and diffusion properties of compacted

bentonite/sand mixtures have been made for a range of temperatures and

pore solutions. Along with the innovative analyses of the diffusion

mechanisms in compacted buffers these are important steps in obtaining

valid parameter values for use in the vault submodel.

TAC considers the buffer development program to be addressing relevant

areas of concern, including effects of partial saturation, of changes

in temperature and pressure, and of cycles of drying and re-wetting,

and that continuing effort is fully warranted.

2.4.7 Backfill Development

Backfill refers to the material used to fill any part of the nuclear

waste vault, other than that occupied by the waste form, buffer and

seals. The reference clay-aggregate backfill mixture was chosen on

the basis of studies of engineering, mechanical and thermal

properties. The program is now focussed on the development and

testing of emplacement methods and the engineering problems associated

with the large-scale emplacement operation. The emphasis on ensuring

engineering feasibility is well-chosen and important aspects are being

investigated. It has now been established that acceptable homogeneity

through large-scale mixing is achievable. The need to achieve

necessary density specifications after emplacement and to ascertain

the backfill properties during and after saturation requires large-

scale model testing which is underway. A very significant achievement

related to this has been the development of an identification

technique (Yong and Xu, 1987) by which actual test results can be used

to evaluate the coefficients associated with moisture and heat

transfer through a backfill under temperature and water-content

gradients. The results of large-scale swelling pressure tests on the

reference clay-aggregate backfill mixture, in progress at McGill
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University, should be important. Even though the draft report on the

Conceptual Study of the Used Fuel Disposal Centre shows that most

buffer and backfill operations on a large-scale could, in principle,

be realized with present technology, it is still necessary to validate

models predicting backfill behaviour under a range of possible vault

conditions. TflC considers that the formulation of the associated

problems is sound and comprehensive, and that good progress is being

made in the relevant work.

2.4.8 Grouting, Shaft and Borehole Sealing

For shafts, the preliminary seal design includes backfill, concrete

bulkheads and cut-off walls, possibly enhanced by highly compacted

bentonite gaskets. This design study will evaluate placement geometry

with respect to hydrogeology materials selection and detailed seal

design, together with methods for backfill material emplacement.

Bulkheads in shafts will also serve to assist sealing of the shaft

wall excavation-damaged zone. They may also be required to support

the backfill and prevent excessive deformation. Engineering studies

indicate that the most effective shaft seal could be realized after a

careful shaft wall preparation by reaming of the shaft. Such a

procedure would reduce the excavation wall damage zone.

The conceptual borehole seal consists of specifically designed

cementitious plugs, coupled with highly compacted bentonite seals. The

borehole sealing experiments were completed at the Stripa Mine in

Sweden. The tests show that these seals can be readily emplaced and,

that after emplacement the bentonite matures and effectively seals the

boreholes against longitudinal flow. The matured bentonite also

penetrates and seals rock fractures that the boreholes penetrate.

Research continues on the limited potential use of grouts in vault

sealing. The research includes laboratory studies of grout materials,

experiments in the URL, and cooperation in the grout sealing

experimental work of the Stripa project. There is potential for

grouting to improve the performance of the shaft and tunnel bulkheads.

Rock mass grouting in the region of emplacement boreholes will be

extremely difficult due to the low hydraulic conductivity of the host

rock. However, it will be necessary to grout major rock fracture

zones intercepted during the excavation of the shafts and tunnels that

form the vault.
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Based on the geotechnical characterization of the fracture zone

penetrated by the URL shaft extension (Section 2.3.6 above), a program

will be designed for stabilizing the fracture zone by controlled

grouting at the locations where it will be penetrated by the main and

ventilation shafts. The installed instrumentation will monitor the

response of the fracture zone during grout injection and the

subsequent excavation of the shafts.

TftC agrees with the continuing research program on potential candidate

grout materials, on the development and defining of relevant rheo-

logical testing methods and parameters, and on the matter of longevity

and erodibility of grouts.

The plan for a comprehensive review of the work on grouts and grouting

materials is both appropriate and timely as a prelude to setting

future research tasks and their priorities. TAC anticipates an early

opportunity to evaluate such a report.

2.4.9 The Vault Model

The vault submodel for use in SYVAC3 combines three major components:

the container failure model, the radionuclide release model, and the

mass transport model. Application of these models requires a know-

ledge of many associated parameters and their probability distri-

bution functions.

The container failure model being developed takes into account

potential short-term failures due to undetected manufacturing defects,

and longer-term failures due to uniform and localized (pitting and

crevice) corrosion. The reference container material is grade-2

titanium. The uniform corrosion rate is small, but under appropriate

conditions, crevice corrosion can become important. More information

is required on the factors governing the initiation of crevice

corrosion and the time-dependence of crevice penetration before the

model can be applied with confidence.

A container failure model is also being developed for a copper

container, including both short-term failures due to defects and

long-term failures due to corrosion. The model assumes that the

uniform corrosion rate is limited by the transport of corrosion

products away from the container-buffer interface. Many experimental

parameters remain to be defined before the model can be applied and

experiments performed for its verification. The primary localized
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corrosion mode will probably be pitting, and a pitting factor may have

to be applied.

The radionuclide release models for used fuel assume a fast or

"instant" release from gap and grain boundaries as soon as the

container is breached, followed by a slow congruent release of

radionuclides as the UO matrix dissolves. Data on the amounts of

radionuclides in the instant release fracture are being refined.

The long-term release model is based upon the solubility of uranium

from the used fuel as calculated from thermodynamic data, and which

depends upon such factors as temperature, pH, Eh and concentration of

complex ing anions in the solution. The effects of subsequent

precipitation of uranium compounds is considered, as well as the

solubility limits of those radionuclides which may precipitate in the

buffer.

The mass transfer model is a diffusion-convection-sorption model. It

is being updated using diffusion coefficients for each radionuclide in

the buffer and vault. Further experimental work is still necessary to

establish the values for these parameters.

From the preliminary information available on the development of the

vault submodel for SYVflC3, it appears to be significantly improved

over that used in ICAP2, and reflects the incorporation of the many

research results obtained since then. The basis for the establishment

of the probability distributions for the values of the parameters

requires more adequate documentation. The application of sensitivity

analysis will continue to be an important feature as preparation of

the final documents proceeds. TAC anticipates making a more rigorous

critical examination of the vault submodel as soon as the report is

available.
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3. ASSESSMENT OF GENERAL PROGRAM

3.1 USED FUEL DISPOSAL CENTRE STUDY

A comprehensive conceptual study of a Used Fuel Disposal Centre (AECL

et al., 1987) was commissioned, and a major draft report submitted in

March 1987 with a one-day summary presentation given April 14, 1987 at

which several TAC members were present. According to this study, the

reference design of the disposal vault would consist of a series of

horizontal emplacement rooms covering a plan area of 2 km by 2 km and

located 1000 m below ground surface. The waste containers would be

placed in boreholes drilled into the floor of the emplacement rooms.

The study contains a detailed description of all necessary technical

operations related to the construction of the vault, the emplacement

operations and eventual backfilling and closure. A series of far-

field thermal and thermomechanical analyses have been made with the

purpose of examining the overall stability of the rock mass

surrounding the vault under both the thermal loading and the

excavation-induced stresses.

The study was based on specification of a number of thermal, thermo-

mechanical and geological constraints, e.g. maximum container skin and

buffer/backfill temperature (100 C), maximum heat generated from one

container (297.3 watts), total number of containers (140,256), maximum

extraction ratio of underground development (25%) and position of

vault relative to assumed sub-horizontal and sub-vertical fracture

zones. The factor of safety for the rock pillars between emplacement

rooms, and for the rock web between emplacement boreholes waa

specified as being at least equal to two.

To investigate the effect of the vault shape, both two-dimensional

(plane-strain) and axisymmetric models were used for far-field thermo-

mechanical analyses.

TAC judges the study to be comprehensive and to present a convincing,

coherent integrated concept for vault construction and operation using

current technologies. It is formulated to meet final Concept Assess-

ment requ i rement s.

TAC considers such an engineering study to have additional importance

within the on-going research program since it now should be a

requirement that the various research areas re-examine the status of

the results achieved against both the specifications for this disposal
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centre concept and the actual engineering items in construction and

operation. This can then ensure adequate concentration of continuing

research efforts including coverage of elements requiring additional

research work.

In connection with the generally excellent analysis in this study of

the rock mass surrounding the vault, TAC notes that the analysis as

presented considers only the state of stress in and around the vault

"in a static sense", as it results from imposed thermomechanical and

geological constraints. In such a static sense, the analysis shows

that sufficient safety against rock mass failure may be achieved for

any vault of a similar design. However, some recent catastrophic

failures of room and pillar mines has indicated that, in certain

cases, such failures may occur as progressive phenomena, responding to

the "weakest link" or "domino" theories, rather than to purely static

analyses. In other words, it was found that a catastrophic general

failure of a large portion of a room and pillar mine may occur because

of a failure of a single weak pillar and extend rapidly to a large

area of the mine. As such progressive mine failures can be computer-

simulated relatively easily, TAC recommends that such simulation be

considered for addition to this current study.

TAC agrees with the claim that with current technology, the concept

for the disposal centre is feasible, and could be constructed and

operated reliably using present-day equipment. Modifications to this

study can be made to reflect the effects of changes in the technology

and the results of new research findings. This study does not address

the problem of eventual retrievability during the pre-closure period.

This might become necessary in the case of emergency following an

unforseen behaviour of a portion of the vault not meeting performance

criteria. TAC therefore considers that appropriate operations and

safeguards for this eventuality should be provided in a future

development of the Used Fuel Disposal Centre Study.

3.2 PROGRAM INFORMATION, DOCUMENTATION AND PUBLICATION

Among the important sources of information for TAC's review and

advisory function relative to the NFWMP are the regularly organized

information meetings, several series of scientific and technical

reports, presentations by investigators within the program at national

and international conferences, and publication of program data and

results in the scientific literature.
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Information meetings in the NFWMP were, for several years, arranged on

a biannual basis with progress reports covering all aspects of the

program, or on a specific area with more detailed reporting. As the

total documentation has built up, the information meetings are now

scheduled as a single annual general review. Occasional workshops on

specific topics continue to be held. The information meetings provide

TAC with an opportunity to hear and to enter into discussion with

research personnel, as well as to follow current progress in specific

research projects. The information meetings are open to other

scientists interested in the program, and frequently attract foreign

visitors as well. The proceedings from such meetings are published as

technical reports.

Scientific and technical reports, in the form of several series of

documents, provide the source documentation for the program, some of

the support documentation required for final Concept Assessment, and a

contribution to the pool of scientific knowledge available generally

to the international scientific community and to those involved in

other countries' national programs. A summary tabulation of program

documentation was given previously (TAC, 1986).

Many of the scientific results emanating from the program are

presented at national and international conferences, and appear in

conference proceedings and in scientific journals. The advantages of

publication in the refereed scientific literature rests both on the

accepted principle of peer review which provides an independent

evaluation of the research as being of acceptable standard, as well as

on the value of direct communication to the scientific community. We

endorse the view in previous reports that publication in the open

scientific literature, wherever practicable, is of distinct value in

maintaining excellence in research achievement and in gaining credence

for the program. TAC commends the personnel in the program for their

continuing efforts and impressive achievements in this regard. TAC

also holds to its opinion that for the final Concept Assessment stage,

the existence of a body of scientific publications that has had peer

review will support and strengthen the claims for concept approval.

TAC is pleased, as in our previous reports, to pay tribute to the

policy of full freedom of information which is a prominent aspect of

the total program, and to acknowledge that we receive the fullest

cooperation from all participants in making research information

available.
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The meetings and workshops arranged within the program, and the

special site visits arranged at our request, appear adequate in

frequency and timing for the consultations required by us. They

ensure that informal communication between members of TAC and program

research personnel remains frequent and valuable, facilitating the

exchange of information, suggestions and advice, and assisting in our

endeavours to fulfill our advisory role.

The semi-annual status reports are exceedingly important to us in our

evaluation process, and we appreciate all efforts in assembling and

producing them as rapidly as possible.

In previous reports we have commented extensively on the Program

Documents—the series of reports which set out the research plans for

the many components of the program. We continue to regard them as

essential for the guidance of investigators, for integration of

research amongst the wide range of fields, for allocation of research

resources and efforts, for understanding of the total research pro-

gram, and for matching research progress against research objectives

in some comprehensive, balanced and visible way. Our latest report

(TAC, 1986) gave the status of the Program Documents at that time.

Since this has not changed significantly, we do not repeat it. It is

now apparent that the compilation and assembly of research results

into the reports required for Concept Assessment has become the main

emphasis in the program documentation. Nonetheless TAC holds firmly

to its view of the importance of the Program Documents, especially in

the geoscience area where there have been major developments and

alterations to the original program.

3.3 SCHEDULE FOR CONCEPT ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTATION

The schedule for concept assessment documentation is predicated on

ensuring adequate time for review before final submission of CAD.

Since our last report (TAC, 1986), there appear to be two major

factors, both dramatically affecting the original schedule. The first

is the result of program budget reductions and consequent lack of

resources to be applied to the necessary data assemblies and report

preparations. The second matter is the failure at the governmental

level to establish approval for the review process and to set it in

motion. The Federal Environmental Assessment process, which had been

expected to be invoked, requires considerable lead time before the

public hearings on CAD.
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TfiC considers that there is urgency to the matter of having the

concept approvals process proceed with some dispatch, and that

preparation of the Concept Assessment Document proceed apace. We hold

to these opinions for two main reasons. Firstly, it is essential, in

our view, that this major and extensive research program not lose its

momentum through significant reduction in personnel and any

relinquishing of clear focus on the immediate objective of compiling

research data and preparing research documents for Concept Assessment.

Excellent research teams have been established, and need to retain not

only adequate size and resources, but also a sense of purpose and of

reasonably attainable objectives. Secondly, there is need to ensure

full exploitation of the extensive research achievements to date by

their application to the Concept Assessment procedures, and to the

continuity possible through the on-going URL program (a major national

facility) and development of site selection and site evaluation

methodologies.

Organization and procedures within the program have been established

to facilitate orderly and rapid production of the Concept Assessment

Document. TAC is prepared to make every effort to fulfill its role of

critical review of CAD as its components become available. Funding and

a reasonable degree of freedom for allocation to meet priorities in

the program and to meet Concept Assessment on an efficient time-scale

appear to be reasonably assured, as is discussed below (Section 3.4).

3.4 ORGANIZATION, FUNDING AND CONTRACTS

With AECL as the lead agency, there has also been significant involve-

ment from other federal government departments. The Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources (EMR) for some years played a major role

in the geological aspects of the program through the Geological Survey

of Canada, the Earth Physics Branch and CANMET. Environment Canada

has contributed in the area of hydrogeology. Ontario Hydro has also

been a direct participant in some aspects of the program through the

formality of the Ontario Hydro Technical Assistance Program. The

private sector and a considerable number of universities are involved

through contracts. In total, several hundred professional and techni-

cal personnel are active in the program.

The management of such a major project is a complex challenge. From

the beginning, a Program Director was designated by AECL, and the

NFWMP integrated within the overall AECL research operations. The

program had also gained Federal Government approval for the ten-year
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generic research phase. Budgetary support, initially a separate

allocation, has, in recent years, been incorporated into the total

research budget of AECL. Major organizational changes in AECL have

resulted in the establishment of a Program Responsibility Centre (PRC)

for waste management activities under a Vice-President. In this PRC,

the main emphasis remains on the NFWMP, and the Vice-President acts as

Director of the program. As noted last year, there has also been an

understandably reduced involvement by EMR and by Environment Canada

(TAC, 1986). There has also been very significantly reduced funding

from the Federal Government.

In considering these important changes as they were underway a year

ago, TAC felt it appropriate to state and elaborate upon certain

concerns arising from possible uncertainties arising through the

budget changes and the company reorganization (TAC, 1986). These

concerns centred on maintenance of program objectives, maintenance of

an adequate level of qualified scientific personnel committed to the

program, and, on an overall basis, maintenance of a level of funding

commensurate with completing the program through Concept Assessment

within a reasonable time-period. Aspects of this latter concern have

been discussed immediately above (Section 3.3).

The current funding status and outlook appears to have attained a

stability that provides reasonable assurance for maintenance of the

research program at a level adequate to meet the concerns we have

expressed. The schedule for preparation for Concept Assessment is

being re-aligned, and will continue to be examined critically by us.

It will be predicated on a funding level not far from current expendi-

tures. The major sources for this, in addition to the AECL research

budget, will be from the US/DOE contract and from Ontario Hydro. With

these two major new participants, consultative arrangements will have

to be pursued on emphasis, priorities and projects in the program.

Such requirements, and thus the commitment to the objectives of the

program, including those from the expensive geoscientific field work,

will need alert management and continuing careful negotiation. Our

current overall evaluation is that program management is sensitive to

these requirements, and that program objectives should be attainable.

TAC will continue to concern itself with the broader aspects of

management and of funding insofar as these relate to meeting the

crucial scientific and engineering objectives of the program.

TAC has always strongly supported a policy of involving universities,

industries, and private consulting groups with the government

departments and agencies participating in the program. The number of
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contracts let to universities and private companies increased very

significantly in successive years from 1981 to 1983, and since then

has ranged between 120 and 145. They reflect broad participation by

all sectors, but as the program becomes increasingly focussed on the

final results for Concept Assessment, as well as on the extensive

geoscientific field work, contracts show a greater emphasis on the

private sector. TAC reaffirms its endorsement of the strong partici-

pation by universities and private organizations.

Contract reports, when issued as Technical Records, are given internal

review and evaluation and thus are available for our assessment on

quality and relevance. Many contracts are merely in a supportive or

supply role for activities such as the geoscience field programs or

the URL construction. TAC reviews contract reports issued in the TR

series and incorporates such review into its overall program

assessment.

3.5 INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

The extensive world-wide activity in the field of radioactive waste

management is an important background against which to judge the

Canadian program. Components of this have been described in previous

TAC reports, and here we repeat some of the descriptive and evaluative

judgments made previously (TAC, 1986). The extent of scientific and

engineering aspects of radioactive waste is exemplified by such

indicators as the significant growth in cited scientific literature,

journals devoted largely or entirely to the field, annual symposia or

major meetings devoted to the general field, and a number of

specialized international conferences. Canadian participation, almost

entirely through research personnel attached to the program, in both

national and international scientific conferences and meetings,

continues to be prominent and worthy.

Canada shares in major international activities under both inter-

national and bilateral agreements. These have been described in the

Program Guide (Rosinger et al., 1983), and summarized in previous TAC

reports (e.g. TAC, 1984). Included are agreements with the US,

Sweden, the UK, and the Federal Republic of Germany. There is active

Canadian participation in coordinating and working groups in the

Commission of European Communities/European Atomic Energy Community

(CEC/EURATOM), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development/Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA), in the International

Stripa Project, and within program areas of the International Atomic

Energy Agency. An important example of such cooperative activities is
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in the intercomparison of codes written for probabilistic systems

assessment where Canada is involved both with CEC/EURATOM and OECD/NEA

working groups.

The major addition to the Canadian-US general agreement on nuclear

energy made through the specific 4-year agreement in support of the

URL extension and related facets of the geoscientific program is, in

TACs view, quite advantageous to the overall Canadian program. Other

highly relevant cooperative activities relate to radionuclide studies

and includes

ISIRS (international Sorption information Retrieval System).

Under OECD/NEA, with eleven countries participating, a data bank

for rock/radionuclide sorption data and a thermodynamic data base

for specific radionuclides have been established. It now

contains sorption data for deep sea sediments.

INTRACOIN (International Nuclide TRAnsport COde INtercomparison).

Seven countries participating; compares computer programs for

radionuclide transport for numerical accuracy, matching field

measurements, and effects of modelling strategies.

HYDROCOIN (HYDROgeological COde ̂ Ntercomparison). Similar to

INTRACOIN for intercomparison of hydrogeological computer codes.

These direct mechanisms and agreements lead to joint research

projects, special workshops and studies, and invaluable exchange of

information. TAC considers that the opportunities to monitor, in

detail, other national as well as international work continue to be

extensively used by Canadian program personnel. Further, we judge

that the Canadian contributions to the international knowledge base

in the field of radioactive waste management are significant and well

recognized, we continue to affirm our positive evaluations of the

last four years (e.g. TAC, 1985) that the Canadian program exhibits a

knowledge and appreciation of international research results which are

constantly being integrated into Canadian projects, research plans and

documentation for Concept Assessment.

Since both the Swedish and the Swiss research programs are, like the

Canadian program, devoted to disposal in crystalline rock, the

exchange of information and the execution of joint research projects

have exceptional significance in these cases. The SKB program (in

Sweden) has just undergone an international review of its research

plans for the next five years. TAC, as one of the international
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groups requested to examine and comment on the SKB program, has

recently reported its views (TAC, 1987). This opportunity has also

helped provide the base for our evaluations of the comparable Canadian

research work, and has confirmed our general views stated above as to

the deserved recognition given to its high calibre.

3.6 STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION

The responsibility of Ontario Hydro for used fuel management (storage

and transportation) research and development has been manifested in a

range of studies on both wet and dry storage, including extended

storage. Greater attention is being paid to dry storage as the trend

to an emphasis on long-term storage continues, with growing inter-

national support for that approach. Research has continued on dry

storage technology, transportation cask design and testing, and

improved concretes and cask designs.

TAC has not made an evaluation of this work, beyond what we have noted

in terms of its relationship to the pre-closure assessment and related

conceptual engineering studies (Section 2.1.4.1 above). We affirm

again, however, the need for close collaboration by OH and AECL on

container design and evaluation programs, especially in support of the

necessary conceptual engineering studies for Concept Assessment.

3.7 PUBLIC INFORMATION

Successful implementation of any waste disposal plan requires both

satisfactory technical resolution and public acceptance. Responsible

views from a well-informed public are based upon knowledge and under-

standing of the complex issues involved. Since the program's

inception, AECL has endeavoured to ensure that such a knowledge base

exists and that it is freely available to the public. TAC regards two

aspects of public interaction to be of special importance. The first

relates to the provision of information both to the local and to the

general community on the justification for and details of field

research programs, which is an accepted requirement for carrying out

such field research. The second aspect relates to the understanding

of and public participation in the approvals process for the concept

(deep geologic waste disposal) itself. Both of these matters have

been described explicitly in previous TAC reports (cf TAC, 1985,

TAC 1966). Because of their importance, and because our opinion about

them reriains firm, we state here essentially the same views set into

the context of current activities and advancing knowledge within the

program.
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Firstly, the importance of the geological field research rests on the

fact that a crucial element in the present waste disposal concept is

the physical barrier provided by the massive geologic formation in

which a disposal vault is to be excavated. Predicting the long-term

behaviour of such a geological barrier depends on a thorough under-

standing of the geological, geophysical and hydrogeological condi-

tions, along with the chemical and physical properties of the rock

itself. This understanding requires a great deal of field research on

typical plutonic rocks. Such field research results are also a major

factor in the establishment of methodologies and confirmation of

criteria for the process of site selection as well as for the ultimate

site itself. The approval process for field Research Areas (RA's) was

indicated by government agreement (Canada-Ontario, 1981) and includes

directives to AECL to inform the public of the progress of the work

and of answers to related questions. AECL's efforts in this regard

continue to be substantial and are described by Freeh (1985),

McConnell (1986), Lisle (1986), and Wright (1987a, b).

Regarding field research, we reaffirm a position that we support

strongly. TAC is satisfied that information is being provided on the

status of Research Areas and the progress of work being carried out.

We continue to stress that adequate field studies and research are

essential for arriving at the best judgments on the acceptability of

the concept. We particularly emphasize the importance of and note

AECL's continued effort in clearly distinguishing between the work

done as part of the present research program for assessing the concept

of geological disposal and the work which would be involved for site

selection. As previously noted (TAC, 1986) "We do support the present

field work being done in the Research Areas as part of Concept

Assessment and, further, we maintain the position that this does not

represent any attempt to identify the ultimate disposal site." Field

research activities continue at several sites in Ontario and at the

Whiteshell Research Area in Manitoba where there has been increased

activity in the last several years centring around the Underground

Research Laboratory. Our judgments as given above apply to all these

activities, clearly established as research investigations only, for

which the scientific results are openly available, and which in no way

can be construed as involving actual waste disposal. The Government

of Manitoba has recently passed legislation prohibiting the disposal

of high-level radioactive waste in the province. TAC continues to

maintain that "the public, in general, and those resident in or near

research sites, in particular, should have free and easy access to

full information on research plans and activities." (TAC, 1986). We

commend AECL for their significant efforts in this regard.
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Regarding the second matter, that of public participation in the

concept approvals process, the government statement (Canada-Ontario,

1981) designated responsibilities (to AECL for providing a final

Concept Assessment Document for evaluation, and to AECB for issuing a

statement on concept acceptability) and also incorporated reasonable

and specific means for continued participation and comment by the

general public and the scientific community. Both Interim Concept

Assessment Documents by AECL, and Regulatory Policy Statements by AECB

have been developed with solicitation of comments from public, private

and professional groups or associations, from public interest groups,

and from interested individuals. The AECB Regulatory Policy

Statement: "Deep Geological Disposal of Nuclear Fuel Waste: Background

Information and Regulatory Requirements Regarding the Concept

Assessment Phase", (AECB, 1985a) presents an explicit requirement for

public participation: "Generic issues pertaining to socio-economic

impacts will be examined at the Concept Assessment stage through a

review and evaluation process which will include the Public Hearing

Process." Additional detail on this concept evaluation process,

including public interaction, has been given in our previous report

(TAC, 1986).

We note that AECL is devoting effort to this question of socio-

economic impacts. This includes the establishment of a public

consultation program in which various groups and organizations

representing a broad cross-section of society were first identified

(Pat Delbridge Associates Incorporated, 1985). Subsequently about

twenty groups participated in the identification and examination of

social issues associated with nuclear fuel waste disposal and

attempted to determine possible resolutions to these issues. A recent

publication (Pieroni, 1986) reports the results. Progress in this

consultation program, as well as AECL general information programs, is

reported in Freeh (1985, 1986), Anderson et al., (1986) and

Wright, 1987a, b).

General information is disseminated to the public through various

printed and audiovisual materials at various localities in Ontario and

Quebec. A visitors' program has been established for the URL.

Information has often been provided to the news media and for

television broadcasts made during the last year such as the CBC's "The

Journal", "The Nature of Things" and "Science Realite".

At the governmental level, a presentation was made by AECL to the

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Environment and Forestry which

held hearings to investigate high-level nuclear waste management in
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Canada, and committee members visited the URL. At the political

level, a presentation was also made to the New Democratic Party Task

Force on Nuclear Energy. We understand that the two members of this

Task Force also visited WNRE and the URL. Forty representatives of

eastern Manitoba municipal governments received an briefing on the

waste management program. Members of the Wisconsin Radioactive Waste

Review Board were also provided with information about the program and

visited the URL.

Again, as we have stated previously (TAC, 1985, TAC 1986), TAC

supports unequivocally the continuing clear and definite provision for

public participation at the various stages of program development.

TAC is pleased with the continuing availability of a wide range of

documents from the highly scientific to the generally descriptive,

providing a means for public understanding and appraisal. A recent

and valuable addition to these has been a preliminary examination of

the social issues that arise in connection with nuclear fuel waste

disposal (Foster, 1985, Pieroni, 1986). With the additional socio-

economic requirements for Concept Assessment, TAC commends AECL for

its leadership role in involving the public through its consultation

program and various information programs. Based on these broad

efforts, and the depth and clarity of information available, TAC

judges that misconceptions regarding program objectives and achieve-

ments have little basis, and that unwarranted inferences and

unjustified conclusions can be challenged from publicly available

documentat ion.

As the deadline for Concept Assessment approaches and in view of the

body of scientific knowledge developed, the time may thus be opportune

for a more direct participation by learned societies, scientific and

professional associations, general interest groups and various

elements from the university and college communities. This would

involve independent evaluation both of general progress in the program

and of the issues to be addressed during Concept Assessment and the

Public Hearing stage. TAC's own role and efforts in this regard have

been discussed above (Section 1.3)
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This Eighth Annual TAC Report assesses the scientific and technical

progress made within the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management

Program during the period June 1986 to May 1987 and comments on some

general aspects of the program. In some distinction to our earlier

reports, we have presented fewer judgments and made fewer

recommendations throughout the report. This reflects the generally

satisfactory development of the program and overall progress towards

the objective of preparation of an assessed and assessable concept for

safe disposal. We have, however, in preceding sections, underlined

many of the statements which form our specific judgments and

recommendations. In this section, summary statements of those

judgments and recommendations are collected. Where appropriate, the

extracted recommendation is abbreviated and interpreted so that a more

piquant presentation is possible. However, in each case the

appropriate section reference is given so that the full context can be

noted.

4.1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND CONCEPT ASSESSMENT

1. The Committee notes that the general concept of a multibarrier

system involving geologic media and engineered systems is based

on known technologies and current scientific knowledge, has

gained strong international scientific and engineering support as

currently the most feasible and practical, and is the basis of

several major national and international programs. TAC continues

to affirm its endorsement of the concept of nuclear waste

disposal deep in plutonic formations, such as those in the

Canadian Shield, as one justifying the major generic research

program now well advanced. We also support continued studies on

other geologic alternatives to igneous rock. (Section 1.1)

2. TAC considers that the detailed process now projected for the

evaluation of the concept, to be presented through a Concept

Assessment Document (CAD), will clearly ensure that all parties

including regulatory bodies, government departments, the

scientific community, the general public, and interested groups

have the opportunity to provide views on the results of this

complex undertaking of research on nuclear fuel waste disposal.

(Section 1.2)
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4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

1. TAC considers that the program has been adopting a credj.ble and

acceptable approach in the area of radiological criteria, and

that AECL has done an excellent job of keeping abreast of the

possibilities and in anticipating developments in the area of a

risk criterion. Despite the difficulties in defining risk

precisely, TAC again recommends that efforts continue to be made

to provide a clear exposition of risk criteria. (Sections 2.1.2;

2.1.4.2)

2. The scope of the proposed Concept Assessment documentation, as

presented in outline, seems comprehensive and, in TAC's pre-

liminary judgment, encompasses thoroughly both the regulatory

requirements and the scientific-engineering background required

for thorough, independent evaluation of the concept, thus pro-

viding sound basis for transition to the next phase of site

selection and site evaluation. (Section 2.1.3)

3. TAC's general recommendations on the preliminary (ICAD-2) version

of pre-closure assessment specify clear and complete listing of

assumptions, the use of consistent parameter values, the

inclusion of analyses of radiological consequences under accident

or abnormal conditions, and more complete analysis of the

selected transportation modes. (Section 2.1.4.1)

4. For post-closure assessment we continue to affirm our previous

judgment that the concept of system variability analysis is a

sound and justifiable approach to environmental and safety

assessment provided the conceptualization of the system,

including all its component parts and parameter distributions,

has validity. (Section 2.1.4.2)

5. TAC approves the renewed efforts in doing sensitivity analysis,

and considers the application to SYVAC outputs as essential.

(Section 2.1.4.3)

6. TAC deems the software quality assurance program to be making

marked progress, and that the importance of this activity in

regard to computer code reliability requires continuing high

priority. (Section 2.1.4.4)

7. TAC commends the progress in model quality assurance including

the adoption of model specifications, and code and model
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comparison with external groups; but cautions against undue

reliance on mere consensus of results from comparisons. (Section

2.1.4.4)

4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

1. TAC views the current research activities as appropriate within

the established environmental research program, in concordance

with the program documents, experimentally sound, and con-

tributing to the further elucidation of the essential

parameters involved in the biosphere processes. TAC urges that

sensitivity analysis be conducted, and that the complete docu-

mentation for the biosphere model be prepared as soon as

possible. (Section 2.2.2)

4.4 GEOSCIENCE RESEARCH

1. In the intensive geoscience program in which significant progress

continues, TAC repeats its view that the maintenance of updated

program descriptions for providing an overview of research

objectives, research plans and schedules is essential. TAC

commends the multidisciplinary coordination approach with the

program emphasis on site evaluation methodology. (Section 2.3.1)

2. TAC considers the Level-2 documents which compile the extensive

geoscientific data to be essential for selecting and judging

the methods for characterizing and evaluating sites. (Section

2.3.2)

3. The structural studies from the East Bull Lake area continue to

emphasize the complexity of hydrological regimes and the need for

much more complete hydrogeological monitoring before flow-net

modelling can reach a satisfactorily rigorous level. (Section

2.3.2.1)

4. TAC deems the research done on fracture analysis at Atikokan to

be of very high quality. TAC also considers that the methodology

developed by this work to characterize the fracture network can

be an important contribution to the task of site evaluation.

However, TAC reserves judgment as to the degree to which the

assumptions used in modelling the fracture network are justified,

while still considering the fracture analysis methodology to be

widely applicable. (Section 2.3.2.2)
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5. The two reports on the geophysical surveys give a clear and

useful summary of the extensive geophysical work accomplished,

but TAC considers that there remains a need for more clarity and

consistency in the judgments offered as to the relevance and

usefulness of the various geophysical methodologies in meeting

the objectives that are outlined. (Section 2.3.2.3)

6. TAC considers the methods used in the study of glacial erosion to

be valid and supports the conclusions presented in the report

that the amount of erosion to be expected from glaciation will

have no significant effect on the integrity of a vault located at

a depth of 500-1000 metres below the present surface of the

Canadian Shield. (Section 2.3.2.4)

7. While TAC holds to the position that the option of disposal in

crystalline rock is currently the most feasible to pursue in

Canada, it agrees with the value of collecting and analysing data

on alternative geologic media. (Section 2.3.2.5)

8. TAC acknowledges the progress that has been made in developing a

research plan to utilize geology and geophysics in support of the

hydrogeologic research of the Regional Flow System Study. AECL

personnel have accomplished an efficient transition in effort

from the research areas at Atikokan and East Bull Lake to the

Whiteshell Research Area. A document that summarizes the

combined research plan for geology, geophysics and hydrogeology

in the Regional Flow System Study is needed at present so that

TAC and other interested scientists can assess and comment on the

overall plan. TAC expresses satisfaction with both the progress

and quality of the geological research program. (Section 2.3.3)

9. The construction phase experimentation and extensive data

collection in the URL have been essential in building a realistic

data base for the development and verification of a geosphere

model. TAC considers the objectives for the URL experimental

program as well formulated with a necessary emphasis on the data

and documentation required, and the general planning to be

flexible and adequately open-ended as to future inclusion of new

experiments. These should form the basis for a revised Program

Document on the URL. (Section 2.3.4)

10. The improvements in computer hardware during this reporting

period have significantly enhanced the capability to model more
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realistically, with both two-dimensional and three-dimensional

models, the hydrogeologic environment of the URL. (Section 2.3.5)

11. Stress has been laid on groundwater sampling and chemical

analyses, an emphasis with which TAC agrees fully. TAC remains

impressed with the quality of the hydrogeology program, although

extensive documentation required for the Concept Assessment is

not being assembled at the rate originally forecast. (Section

2.3.5)

12. TAC suggests that evaluation of the potential impact of future

episodes of continental glaciation on the performance of the

disposal vault should consider several additional factors.

(Section 2.3.5)

13. TAC notes the need to resolve the problem of measuring rock

strength and modulus of elasticity at depth. (Section 2.3.6)

14. TAC considers that there is considerable merit in the large-scale

rock mass response experiments planned in the URL which, when

related to a numerical simulation of rock response, can be used

as an ultimate check of other methods for parameter prediction or

evaluation. (Section 2.3.6)

15. TAC views the geomechanical activities as well conceived, very

competently planned and being well executed insofar as the

experiments which are in process. (Section 2.3.6)

16. In TAC's view, experiment delineation in geochemistry is compre-

hensive, emphasis on multicomponent and multivariable systems is

well-placed and progress continues to be satisfactory. Testing of

radionuclide sorption models in large-scale experiments will be

of importance. (Section 2.3.7)

17. TAC considers that the use of a site-specific geosphere submodel

for CAD is a reasonable approach, and should permit the assembly

of field data sufficient to justify the parameter distributions

used in the submodel. This latter validation is an essential

requirement for producing a credible model. (Section 2.3.8)

18. The continued study of natural analogs is supported by TAC.

Exceedingly careful interpretation of such data is necessary, and

as this work continues its conclusions will require very critical

examination. Nonetheless TAC considers the work on natural
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analogs to offer important insights into radionuclide movement,

and the results from Canadian sites to be complementary to other

on-going investigations internationally. (Section 2.3.9)

4.5 IMMOBILIZATION AND VAULT SEALING TECHNOLOGY

1. With the major reductions in the processed waste immobilization

program (both in product and in process development), TAC still

considers that contributions to international efforts,

maintenance of up-to-date research knowledge in this field, and

adequate concentration on meeting Concept Assessment requirements

should be continued. (Section 2.4.1)

2. TAC continues to find the work on waste forms to be of high

scientific quality, and concentrated most appropriately on forms

and evaluation conditions suitable for Canadian fuel recycle

waste and Canadian disposal conditions. (Section 2.4.2)

3. Processing of suitable waste forms, on an adequate scale, has

been clearly demonstrated. The program has seen successful

achievements through innovative process design developments and

their implementation on an experimental and pilot plant basis.

The cessation of further work in process technology and the

completion of the pilot-scale effort on the sphene glass-

ceramics, appear to be justified under current budget restric-

tions. (Section 2.4.3)

4. TAC continues to encourage the studies on fission product

investigations at grain boundaries in order to obtain a clear and

validated view of the dependence of grain boundary inventory on

power history. (Section 2.4.4)

5. The level of activity and progress in used-fuel characterization

and chemical modelling is considered to be satisfactory. The

experimental work takes full cognizance of the potential range of

vault conditions, and is consistent with the development of the

necessary supporting data for Concept Assessment. (Section

2.4.4)

6. TAC continues to suggest that corrosion performance examination

of the bimetallic systems in iron-based stressed shell containers

should be made. (Section 2.4.5)
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7. TAC's preliminary view is that containers with good structural

performance can be readily fabricated and sealed, and that the

adequacy of closures can be reliably checked by known inspection

techniques. The reference designs appear suitable and well

justified in terms of structural performance, closure method-

ology, and inspection reliability. The crucial area of materials

evaluation in the form of corrosion performance under possible

vault conditions remains an open question, and TAC considers that

concentration on this essential element is crucial. (Section

2.4.5)

8. TAC considers that continuing work on copper should be

emphasized. In particular, there is need to ascertain more

clearly the range of conditions and environments in which copper

may be susceptible to pitting corrosion, and to determine the

limiting factors in general corrosion in the copper-buffer

system. Expansion of multicomponent tests involving copper would

also appear to be justified. (Section 2.4.5)

9. For corrosion studies on titanium alloys, the specification of

crevice size and conditions and the translation into penetration

dimensions must be made explicit if various sets of data are to

be compared and then the results applied to a fabricated

container set into a vault. (Section 2.4.5)

10. In view of their susceptibility to pitting and crevice corrosion,

including the enhancement of crevice corrosion by jf-radiation,

there seems little justification for giving further consideration

to nickel-based alloys as waste container materials. (Section

2.4.5)

11. TAC supports the need for significant continuing effort in

corrosion studies, and the careful selection of priorities in the

experimental schemes adopted. TAC also recommends that the

convening of another workshop on corrosion be considered.

(Section 2.4.5)

12. TAC considers the buffer development program to be addressing

relevant areas of concern, including effects of partial

saturation, of changes in temperature and pressure, and of cycles

of drying and re-wetting, and that continuing effort is fully

warranted. (Section 2.4.6)
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13. It is still necessary to validate models predicting backfill

behaviour under a range of possible vault conditions. TAC

considers that the formulation of the associated problems is

sound and comprehensive, and that good progress is being made in

the relevant work. (Section 2.4.7)

14. TAC agrees with the continuing research program on potential

candidate grout materials, on the development and defining of

relevant rheological testing methods and parameters, and on the

matter of longevity and erodibility of grouts. The plan for a

comprehensive review of the work on grouts and grouting materials

is both appropriate and timely as a prelude to setting future

research tasks and their priorities. (Section 2.4.8)

15. The container failure model is under development for inclusion in

the vault submodel. More information is required on the factors

governing the initiation of crevice corrosion and the time-

dependence of crevice penetration before the model can be applied

with confidence. (Section 2.4.9)

16. From the preliminary information available on the development of

the vault submodel for SYVAC3, it appears to be significantly

improved over that used in ICAD2. The basis for the establishment

of the probability distributions for the values of the parameters

requires more adequate documentation. The application of

sensitivity analysis will continue to be an important feature as

preparation of the final documents proceeds. (Section 2.4.9)

4.6 GENERAL ASPECTS OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

1. Based on the draft report of a conceptual study of a Used Fuel

Disposal Centre, TAC judges the study to be comprehensive and to

present a convincing, coherent integrated concept for vault

construction and operation using current technologies. Its

specifications can provide a focus for comparison with actual or

required research results. (ection 3.1)

2. TAC recommends that consideration should be given in the Used

Fuel Disposal Centre Study to including simulation of the pro-

gressive mine failure scenario, and the problem of possible

eventual retrievability during the pre-closure period. (Section

3.1)
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3. TAC agrees with the claim that with current technology, the

concept for the disposal centre is feasible, and could be

constructed and operated reliably using present-day equipment.

(Section 3.1)

4. TAC commends the continuing efforts and impressive achievements

in the range and quantity of publication in the refereed

scientific literature. TAC also holds to its opinion that for the

final Concept Assessment stage, the existence of a body of

scientific publications that has had peer review will support and

strengthen the claims for concept approval. {Section 3.2)

5. TAC is pleased, as in our previous reports, to pay tribute to the

policy of full freedom of information which is a prominent aspect

of the total program, and to acknowledge that we receive the

fullest cooperation from all participants in making research

information available. (Section 3.2)

6. TAC continues to regard the Program Documents as essential for

the guidance of investigators, for integration of research

amongst the wide range of fields, for allocation of research

resources and efforts, for understanding of the total research

program, and for matching research progress against research

objectives in some comprehensive, balanced and visible way.

(Section 3.2)

7. TAC considers that there is urgency to the matter of having the

concept approvals process proceed with some dispatch, and that

preparation of the Concept Assessment documentation proceed

apace. (Section 3.3)

8. The organization and management of the program as it now exists,

and the current funding status and outlook both provide reason-

able assurance for the meeting of research objectives, the

maintaining of adequate levels of scientific personnel, and the

completion of the program in a reasonable time-period. However,

continuing negotiation and adequate consultative arrangements

amongst the main funding groups are a necessary adjunct to

meeting such requirements. (Section 3.4)

9. TAC reaffirms its endorsement of the strong participation by

universities and private organizations. (Section 3.4)
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10. Canadian participation, almost entirely through research

personnel attached to the program, in both national and inter-

national scientific conferences and meetings, continues to be

prominent and worthy. (Section 3.5)

11. The major addition to the Canadian-US general agreement on

nuclear energy made through the specific 4-year agreement in

support of the URL extension and related facets of the geo-

scientific program is, in TAC's view, quite advantageous to the

overall Canadian program. (Section 3.5)

12. TAC considers that the opportunities to monitor, in detail, other

national as well as international work continue to be extensively

used by Canadian program personnel. Further, we judge that the

Canadian contributions to the international knowledge base in the

field of radioactive waste management are significant and well

recognized. We continue to affirm our positive evaluations of

the last four years (e.g. TAC, 1985) that the Canadian program

exhibits a knowledge and appreciation of international research

results which are constantly being integrated into Canadian

projects, research plans and documentation for Concept Assess-

ment. (Section 3.5)

13. We affirm again the need for close collaboration by OH and AECL

on container design and evaluation programs, especially in

support of the necessary conceptual engineering studies for

Concept Assessment. (Section 3.6)

14. TAC repeats its contention that the public, in general, and those

resident in or near research sites, in particular, should have

free and easy access to full information on research plans and

activities. TAC is satisfied that information is being provided

on the status of Research Areas and the progress of work being

carried out. We commend AECL for their significant efforts in

these regards. (Section 3.7)

15. TAC supports unequivocally the continuing clear and definite

provision for public participation at the various stages of

program development, and commends AECL for its leadership role in

involving the public through its consultation program and various

information programs. Based on these broad efforts, and the

depth and clarity of information available, TAC judges that mis-

conceptions regarding program objectives and achievements have
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little basis, and that unwarranted inferences and unjustified

conclusions can be challenged from publicly available documenta-

tion. The time may be opportune for a more direct participation

by learned societies, scientific and professional associations,

general interest groups and various elements from the university

and college communities in independent evaluation of program

progress and issues involved. (Section 3.7)
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THE SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
Of the

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
on the

NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

J u l y 1986

S U M M A R Y

The Seventh Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
assesses the scientific and technical progress made within the
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program (NFWMP) during the
period from Junel985 to May 1986.

The Committee notes that the general concept of using a multibarrier
system involving geologic media and engineering systems in the
disposal of nuclear waste has gained strong international scientific
and engineering support as currently the most feasible and practical,
and is the basis of several major international programs. TAC
continues to endorse the full investigation of the concept of waste
disposal deep in plutonic formations of the Canadian Shield. We also
stress the importance of continuing detailed studies on other geologic
alternatives to igneous rock.

The current generic research phase is to provide an assessment of the
ultimate safety of the concept. The development of safety criteria is
focusing increasingly on the concept of risk, both nationally and
inter nationally. We note that the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)
has recently proposed tentative criteria in this direction and that
the NFWMP is keeping abreast of and anticipating current developments
in this area.

Assessment of the disposal concept involves the application of systems
variability analysis with the use of conceptual models based on data
gathered from field and laboratory research and subsequent
implementation through computer simulation. We note the progress
being made in the areas of software and model quality assurance, and
stress that continued efforts be made to ensure the faithful
representation of reality by both conceptual and computer models. The
AECB regulatory framework of objectives, requirements and guidelines
provides strong indication that the NFWMP assessment methodology is
credible. TAC reaffirms that systems variability analysis is a sound
and justifiable approach provided the conceptualization of the
underlying models has validity.

The detailed process projected for the evaluation of the concept, to
be presented through a Formal Concept Assessment Document, would
clearly ensure that all parties, including regulatory bodies,
government departments, the scientific community, the general public
and interested groups, have the opportunity to provide views on the
results of the assessment.
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The pre-closure assessment work done by Ontario Hydro is broad in
scope with good progress being made in the transportation field. TAC
is glad to note the major effort being devoted to addressing the
complex issue of the biosphere/geosphere interface and stresses the
importance of continuing work in this area to improve the realism of
constituent parts, especially the well model. Further refinement of
other models such as radionuclide transport through overburden, and
atmospheric transport should be assessed for their ultimate value to
the high-level waste program. In view of the formal separation
between the environmental research groups at the Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Establishment and at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,
TAC reiterates the critical importance of close coordination in their
research and planning work.

TAC is satisfied with the quality and the progress of the geological
research program. Of particular note are the hydrogeology,
geomechanic and geotechnical work being done at the Underground
Research Laboratory (URL). The planned extension of the URL will
greatly enhance the understanding of natural conditions and processes
at depth. TAC supports the on-going work on the study of the Cigar
Lake uranium deposit as contributing to knowledge of natural analogs,
on nuclide sorption processes in fracture filling materials, on water
chemistry at depth beneath the Canadian Shield, and supports the shift
in emphasis of regional groundwater studies from the Atikokan Research
Area to the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Area. TAC encourages the
development of long-term field instrumentation for continuous moni-
toring of rock mass around the vault. Close coordination among all
three programs in terms of planning, data gathering and sharing is
essential.

TAC considers that work on product and process development in the
waste immobilization program can be de-emphasized and that resources
should be concentrated on fuel immobilization and other components of
the disposal program. TAC concurs with the decision to eliminate
stressed-shell design and select the particulate-packed, structurally
supported titanium shell containers as a reference container for the
Concept Assessment engineering study. The present investigation of
corrosion mechanisms under vault conditions is essential and indicates
a further need to examine localized corrosion effects. Satisfactory
progress is being made in the examination of radionuclide release,
fuel dissolution and the effect of alpha radiolysis. Similarly, very
satisfactory progress is being made in the vault sealing program,
including work on buffers, backfills and their interactions with
temperature, groundwater, and rock mass. While vault submodel develop-
ment is proceeding well, the parameter distributions used should be
better documented.

TAC continues to pay tribute to the AECL policy of full freedom of
information with respect to its research work, both to the scientific
community and the general public, through freely available
publications, proceedings of meetings and workshops, scientific
journals, as well as through its public consultation program and
various information programs.
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28th US Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Tucson, June 29-July 1, 1987.
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A P P E N D I X V

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO AECL

ON THE NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

AECB Atomic Energy Control Board

ANSENS ANalyais SENSitivity

BIOMOVS Biosphere Assessment Models

CAD Concept Assessment Document

CANDU Canadian Deuterium Uranium (reactor)

CANMKT Canadian Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology (EMR)

CEC Commission of European Communities

CRNL Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (AECL)

EARP Environmental Assessment and Review Process

EBL East Bull Lake

EDEFIS Effective Dose Equivalent For Immersion and Submersion

EMR Department of Energy, Mines and Resources (Energy, Mines

and Resources Canada)

ERB Environmental Research Branch

ETP Electrolytic Tough Pitch

EURATOM European Atomic Energy Community

GEONET Geosphere Flow Model

GTC Gas-Tungsten-Arc

HTF Hydrostatic Test Facility

HYDROCOIN HYDROgeological code INtercomparison

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

IBSS Iron-Based Stressed Shell

ICAD Interim Concept Assessment Document

IFTF Immobilized Fuel Test Facility

INTRACOIN International Nuclide TRAnsport COde INtercomparison
Study (OECD/NEA)

IRC Interagency Review Committee (AECB, Environment Canada,
Ontario Ministry of the Environment)

ISIRS international Sorption 2nformation Retrieval System

NFWMP Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program

OECD/NEA Nuclear Energy Agency (Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development)

OFHC Oxygen Free High Conductivity

OH Ontario Hydro

PRC Program Responsibility Centre
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PSAC Probabilistic Systems Assessment Code

QA Quality Assurance

RA Research Area

RBM Reference Buffer Material

SKB Svensk Karnbranslehantering AB (Swedish Nuclear Fuel
and Waste Management Company)

SYVAC SYstem Variability Analysis Code

TAC Technical Advisory Committee to AECL on the Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management Program

TAC-1 First Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TAC-2 Second Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TAC-3 Third Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TAC-4 Fourth Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TAC-5 Fifth Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TAC-6 Sixth Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TAC-7 Seventh Annual Report of the Technical Advisory Committee

TR Technical Record

UK United Kingdom

URL Underground Research Laboratory

US/DOE United States Department of Energy

WIPE Waste Immobilization Process Experiment

WNRE Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (AECL)

WNRA Whiteshell Nuclear Research Area
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